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Dunn: Nothing
set in stone for
Paducah site
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By ERIC WALKER
Editor
While communication lines
are open between Murray State
University and Paducah and
McCracken County leaders
regarding educational opportunities there, nothing is set in
stone as far as its local MSU
campus is concerned.
That's the
message
Murray State
President Dr.
Randy Dunn
has been sending out following last week's
forum before
the
Paducah
Dunn
Area Chamber
of Commerce. There, university
officials expressed an interest in
studying potential options for
MSU's Paducah
Regional
Campus.
Speaking Tuesday, Dunn
said he's heard concerns about
changes in Murray State's legislative agenda and losses of
students on campus in Mui-ray
regarding the interest expressed
in the McCracken County site.
"Not a dam thing's changing," he said regarding immolate plans facing MSU on campus. "I want to be clear as a bell
that the 2008-10 agenda is the
earne as it's been" reprding the
Uomptetion of' me science earnpus off 16th Street, funding for
the Breathitt Veterinary Center
in Hopkinsville, money for
planning a new library facility
on the main campus, and the
acquisition of a farm.
Dunn said those are key matters before MSU, but along with
that is dealing with a state legislative
mandate
that
Kentucky's universities must
double their degree holders by
2020. For MSU to reach that
level, it would need to increase
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enrollment by 2,500-3,000 additional students over the coming
years.
In order to do that, university
leaders must expand thinking
outside the box.
"We're not going to get all
that done on campus," he added.
"We'll try to do that, but we're
not going to meet that goal without growing and supporting our
extended campuses."
That covers Murray State's
Hopkinsville campus, work on
the Henderson facility, a proposed Madisonville site, and
studying options for Paducah's
campus, which is currently
housed in a renovated bottling
plant.
Dunn noted an interest in
Paducah's regional campus site
during his inauguration address
earlier this year, which piqued
the interests of McCracken
County officials. Informal talks
took place between MSU, West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College President Dr.
Barbara Veazey and other
Paducah community leaders
that eventually led to the invitation for MSU leaders to speak to
the chamber's legislative forum
last Tuesday.
But, Dunn said, that since
MSU and WKCTC had already
established individual campus
goals for the 2008-10 legislative
biestaium, a decision was
reached to examine addressing
the issue for 2010-12's biennium. He added, though, that the
Paducah Chamber could look at
planning funding through its i
legislative request to study positives and negatives of various
options for Murray's Paducah
campus.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Those possibilities, he said,
were presented at the forum, but Faith Thornton, eight, participates in a 4-H Pumpkin Painting event Tuesday afternoon at
Murray's Central Park. Thornton, a member of the Clover Cubs club, is a student at Murray
no specific plan was supported.
"We didn't say it had lobe on Elementary School. Students also cleaned up around the facilities and enjoyed a cookout.
Many activities have been held this week in observance of 4-H Week in the county.

•See Page 2A

Local volunteers helping in scorched SoCal
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
SAN DIEGO, Calif. —
Three Calloway County Red
Cross volunteers say they have
seen thousands of California
residents burned out or evacuated from their homes because of
wildfires come to them for aid.
Dec Minter, Bob West and
Jan Erkman are now in San
Diego doing what they can to
help those affected by the blazes
which have, so far, destroyed
more than 2,000 homes and
businesses while scorching an
area of woodlands about half the
size of Rhode Island. About one
million people have been evacuated from affected areas.
Minter said she and Erkman
are now working at a Red Cross
central distribution warehouse
while West has been assigned to
another facility. Minter and
Erkman occasionally travel to
Falbrook, north of San Diego, to
provide help at another distribution station.
Minter said the need for
assistance for basic needs is
overwhelming. "We unloaded
six 24-foot box trucks yesterday
and the people just kept coming.
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Mindy Pinkus and Jim Blair of the Red Cross survey the damages caused by Monday's wildfire at Live Oak Mobile Home Park in Fallbrook, Calif.
I couldn't count them all. I
would say thousands." she said.
The trio is charged with distribution of coolers, rakes, shovels, water, diapers, baby formula, personal comfort and bathing
kits and assorted other necessi-
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ties.
Erkman and West were busy
with the work and were not
available for comment.
According to an Associated
Press report today, about a
dozen blazes have been con-

tained with firefighters still trying to gain control of six others.
So far, the wild fires — at least
one of which was the result of
an unidentified juvenile playing
with matches — have killed 14
people and blackened 809
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square miles of land from the
Mexican border to Los Angeles.
Hundreds of families who
have lost their homes are
depending on FEMA and other
government and private agencies for assistance. Many have
to rely on short-term help from
charities such as the Red Cross
which is reportedly the only
agency still providing hotel
rooms for fire victims, according to the report.
FEMA officials are saying a
concerted effort of public and
private agencies is needed to
adequately deal with the crisis.
"I think the wrinkles can be
worked out, but it's going to
take many agencies, and probably going to take volunteer
agencies to step in, too," said
FEMA spokesman Michael
Raphael.
Minter said the Calloway
County and other Red Cross
groups were stationed in a centralized location where FEMA,
the
Small
Business
Administration, the Department
of Veterans Affairs. the
Salvation Army and other public

III See Page 2A
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Ky. State
Police
offer tips
for safe
trick-ortreating
FRANKFORT, Ky. Kentucky State Police is urging motorists, homeowners,
parents and trick-or-treaters
throughout
the
Commonwealth to prepare
for a safe celebration.
"Halloween is one of the
most exciting seasons for
children, but also one of the
most dangerous," says
Kentucky
State
Police
Conunissioner lack Adams.
"Safety is often the last thing
on their minds, so parents
and motorists need to be
especially alert."
According to the National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA),
Halloween
consistently
ranks as one of the top three
days for pedestrian injuries
and fatalities in the U.S. and
more than half of all traffic
fatalities on Halloween are
alcohol-related
While primarily a holiday
for children, more adults are
now engaging in festivities.
According to the National
Retail Foundation, more these
26
ofj,tlialts
hold or atteilen Halloween'
party this yelkr.
"Many of these parties
may start as early as this
weekend," says Adams, noting that Kentucky has a zero
tolerance policy when it
comes to driving while
impaired. "Violators will be
arrested. There are no warnings or second chances."
According to NHTSA,the
most dangerous time nationwide for children ages 5 to
14 on Halloween night is
between 4 p.m. and 10 p.m. .
Children in elementary
school are at the greatest
risk. Children in this age •
group:
— Have a field of vision
one-third narrower than an
adult.
— Are often unable to
determine the direction of
sounds.
— Cannot accurately
judge the speed or distance
of moving vehicles.
— Are easily distracted
and tend to focus on one
thing at a time like a ball or a
friend.
— Are easily hidden by
parked cars, bushes, leaf
piles, trash bins, etc.
"Drivers need to be
extremely cautious during
this time period," says
Adams. "The season's shortened daylight hours and
reduced visibility create a
dangerous
combination
while children are out trickor treating. Everyone needs
to slow down, use extra caution and follow commonsense safety tips."
KSP offers the following
Halloivaosaikips:

FOR
• Don't drive while
Impaired by drugs or alcohol.
• If you plan to drink,
arrange for alternate transportation or a designated
r.
cid"
. Stay alert for increased

•See Page 2A
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pedestrian and bicycle traffic on Halloween
rwant
Be patient arid SLOW DOWN, Give
children lots of time to cross the street
Excited kids may forget to 'stop, look
and listen' before crossing the street
Drive defensively Don t assume that a
pedestrian will move in a predictable manner Expect the unexpected
Be extra cautious in areas where vehicles are parked along the side of the street
Trick-or-treaters may clan into traffic from
between parked cars
Watch for children walking in the street
especially it there are no sidewalks in the
neighborhood Also watch for children
walking on medians and curbs
Enter and exit driveways and alleys
carefully

FOR PARENTS and CAREGIVERS:
Trick-ors-treaters should carry flashlights or "glow sticks "
Dress children in costumes that are
light-colored and clearly visible to
motorists
Costumes should be no longer than
ankle-length to prevent tripping.
entanglement or contact with flame
Use face paints or make-up rather
than masks that could impair vision
Wear light-colored clothing or add
reflective tape to costumes and trick-ortreat
bags
Children should wear
well-fitting, sturdy shoes
Children should wear flame-resistant
costumes Avoid paper costumes
Younger children should be accompanied by an adult
Older children should stay in a group
Avoid capes that could pose strangulation risks by getting caught on structures
yard decorations your child may
encounter
Make sure props such as swords,
scythes, pitchforks. spears. wands or
knives are
flexible (not rigid) with smooth or rounded tips to prevent eye or other iniunes it
fallen upon
If driving children to trick-or-treat.
make sure they exit vehicle on the curb
side and not the traffic side
Instruct your children not to eat any
candy until they bring it home and you
examine it thoroughly Inspect commercially wrapped candy for tampering (unusual
appearance, discoloration, tiny pinholes or
tears in wrappers) Discard anything suspicious Throw out homemade treats
Do not permit children to bicycle, rollerblade or skateboard while wearing a costume
Secure identification (name, address,
phone number) on or within a child's costume
Teach children their home phone number and how to call 9-1-1 if they become
lost or have an emergency (9-1-1 service
can be dialed free from any phone)

FOR TRICK-OR-TREATERS:
Don't assume the right of way when
crossing a street Motorists may have trouble seeing you Just because one car
stops, doesn't mean they all will
Be very cautious of strangers A
stranger is someone you don't know who
behaves in an inappropriate way Adults
asking children for help can be potentially

dangerous
Tnck-or-treaters should only visit houses that have porch lights turned on.
Never enter a stranger's house oft

1.E
Rcpt.,
I,, A I

vehicle (Parents should stress Vehicihr
because some
children might think it is OK to approach
a van or bus )
streets and always use
Stay on
the sidewalk It no sidewalk is available,
walk at the farthest edge of the roadway
lacing traffic
Never cut across yards or use alleys.
By crossing a lawn, you might be tripped by
clotheslines or lawn furniture
Don't run' Always walk when crossing streets or going from house to house.
Cross streets only at corners and
crosswalks Never cross the street from
between
parked cars
Remove mask or any item restricting
eyesight before crossing streets
Don't take shortcuts through back
alleys or parking lots
Cover one side of the street at a time,
no crisscrossing
Look left, right, left again" for Cars
before stepping off the curb to cross a
street
Don't play near lack-o-lanterns, the
candle inside could start a fire
Stay with the adutt who is leading the
group
Keep away from open flames or burning candles
Try on your costume before Halloween
night to make sure it fits properly
Stay away from and don't pet animals
you don't know
Don't eat any treats until you gel
home
Have an adult check all candy before
eating it
Stay focused on your surroundings If
you feel threatened, go to the nearest store
or restaurant and ask to use the phone
Call parents or the police

FOR HOMEOWNERS:
Turn on your porch light Provide
ample outdoor lighting Check outdoor
lights and replace burned-out bulbs
Eliminate tripping hazards on your
porch, yard and walkway (flowerpots, lawn
furniture, lawn decorations, bicycles, children's toys, ladders, garden hoses, dog
leashes, support wires, low tree limbs)
Remove wet leaves from steps and
sidewalk
Use battery-powered iack-o-lantern
candles or light sticks It candles are used,
place pumpkin away from area where children will be walking or standing to prevent
accidental fires
Keep dried leaves and cornstalks away
from Names and heat sources.
Never drape a fabric ghost or other
decoration over a light bulb
Make Sure that paper or cloth lawn
decorations do not blow into a burning can-

dle
Do not overload electrical outlets or
extension cords with lighting or special
effects
Avoid lighting sidewalks and driveways with luminaries (small candles inside
decorative paper bags) Iniunes might
result when children are tempted to take a
closer look
Pets can be fnghtened by Halloween
activities Restrain them or bring them
indoors to protect them from cars or from
accidentally hurling trick-or-treaters
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BODY SAFETY: Rudell Orazine, nght, from the Child Watch Children's Advocacy Center, Inc., of
Paducah, spoke Monday to kindergarten students at Calloway County's North Elementary School dunng
a -Body Safety" program titled "My Body Safety Rules and Skills." The students pictured are in Angela
Manning's kindergarten class.

national
officials
have ceased to collect
and pnvate agencies have been set up donations for surto assist the survivors,
vivors of the wild
"We're all set up in an area where fires; however collecthere is an elementary school with a tions to aid victims of
park attached, so it's like one-stop any further regional
shopping,- she said. "We're all work- or national disaster is
ing as partners."
sought.
Minter said Red Cross workers
"The Red Cross
DUhIitY
pooled their money to buy candy for announced (Tuesday)
the children of survivors in celebration that it has met the expected costs of the
of "Harvest Fest."
California wildfires, but still needs
-They don't call it Halloween here. donations to its Disaster Relief Fund to
They call it Harvest Fest," Minter said. ensure it can respond to the next disas"We just wanted to do a little extra for ter just as swiftly and effectively as it
the children."
did in Southern California," she said.
Tory Daughrity, executive director "Giving to the Disaster Relief Fund
of the Calloway County Chapter of the helps to ensure that money is available
American Red Cross, said national for any disaster in our country."
officials opened 26 shelters in southDonations are also needed to supern California to help deal with the cri- port the chapter's work locally.
sis: providing a safe place to stay for
"It is also very important to conapproximately 6,000 evacuees at the tribute locally to your community
peak of the fires. Daughrity did not chapter to ensure that the chapter can
accompany Minter, Erkman and West provide disaster relief in disasters such
to California.
as a single family fire," Daughrity
She said about 5,ono Red Cross dis- said.
'
aster relief workers — more than 90
In addition to making a financial
percent of them volunteers from all 50 contribution to the Disaster Relief
states — rushed to make sure that sur- Fund or the Calloway County Chapter,
vivors had shelter, food, and comfort.
supporters can also help their neigh"Survivors are now receiving bors through the American Red Cross
clean-up supplies, counseling, basic by scheduling an appointment to
health care and family-connecting donate blood by calling 1-8(X)-GIVEservices,- she said. "In the coming LIFE or volunteering to support the
weeks and months, the Red Cross will Red Cross mission by contacting the
continue to work with community Calloway County Chapter at 270-753partners to identify resources that can 1421 or callowayredcross@murrayaid in the long term recovery of sur- ky.nea
vivors.For more' information
visit
She also pointed out that Red Cross www.redcross.org.

New Location for Dr. Matthew Price
With an office setting tailored to fit the
needs of women, your waiting times
will be minimal, and all of your
visits will be with your OB/Gyn
physician.

•

The office of Dr. Matthew
Price offers onsite ultrasound,'
urodynamics, laboratory,
bone density testing, and
fetal monitoring for your
convenience.

Providing the Comprebenoev,
Care l'ou need.—
Per0onal Care
l'on

MONDAY • FRIDAY 8AM • 8PM
SATURDAY 8AM - 6PM , SUNDAY 1 - 6PM
1000 SOUTH 12TH STRUT I MURRAY, KENTUCKY

270.759.9200

Obstetrics I Gynecology J Menopause
Osteoporosis I Gynecologic Surgery
Family Planning I Incontinence

the WKCTC campus. There's
no certain plan. We said this is an opportunity to expand services," noted Dunn, who was on
his honeymoon at the time and
unable to attend. Jim Carter,
MSU's vice president for institutional advancement; Brian
Van Horn, assistant dean for the
Center
for
Continuing
Education; and MSU Regent •
Chair Alan Stout addressed the
forum.
"It allows the Paducah
Chamber to try to get planning
money and for us to be supportive of them," Dunn added."We
can't do anything without the
consent of the regents, and we'd
have to go through the regular
process for any new building or
expansion of services."
Dunn stressed that in reaching the legislative mandate by
2020 to double degree holders,
extended campuses cannot be
overlooked but neither will
Murray'- State's main t
He rejected the idea that Work
'done at the Paducah campus
would steal students from
Murray.
"We've heard buzzing that
this will create Paducah State
University. It won't," he said,
noting interest in Madisonville,
Hopkinsville and Henderson.
"The extended campus now in
need of help is Paducah," while
adding the initiative would not
create a "super extended campus" for Paducah.
He said the dynamic between
students who choose the fouryear, traditional, on-campus
experience will still be drawn to
Murray and that there are currently recruiting initiatives into
areas such as southern Illinois,
southeastern Indiana, St. Louis,
Cincinnati, Nashville and
Memphis.
However, the demographic
of students
who attend
Paducah's MSU campus are,
according to statistics provided
by Van Horn, predominantly
female (76 percent), have children (61 percent), are married
(64 percent), work part-time or
full-time (93 percent), and are
25 years of age or older (71 percent). Those non-traditional students are attracted to more flexible hours and a closer proximity to their homes and families.
Dunn explained that a significant number of McCracken
County residents have 60-plus
hours of college credits and are
looking to cap that with a baccalaureate degree. He said that
could be provided through the
Paducah campus, which could
lead to those same students pursuing graduate classes and certificate prop ams on the Murray
campus.
"It's an additive,- he said. "If
we get them in the system, we
can get them on campus."

In the caption for the photograph published on Oct. 24 for
the Murray/Kentucky Lake
Chapter of AARP, Joe Pat
Ward, special guest speaker,
was listed as having been a
prisoner of war during World
War II, but he was not taken as
a prisoner. He told about his
experiences during World War
II at the meeting, The Ledger
regrets the error.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. h is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.
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Striking nurses, company continue
meetings with mediator
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Candidates stay busy campaigning
By ROGER ALFORD

Associated Press Writer
CYN'IHIANA, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher brought his
high-energy brand of stump
speaking to a Wal-Mart parking
lot in this central Kentucky
town where he tried to sell voters on the need to elect him to a
second term.
-This race is about values,"
Fletcher, an ordained Baptist
minister, told a crowd of about
50 supporters gathered on a
chilly Tuesday morning outside
the mammoth box store.
Fletcher touted his stand
against casino gambling as one
of the reasons that Kentuckians
should choose him in the race
against Democratic challenger
Steve Beshear. Fletcher, wearing slacks and cowboy boots,
said voters would preserve
Kentucky values by giving him
another four years in office
instead of turning the governor's office over to Beshear,
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP) — The United Mine Workers has who favors legalizing casino
panned a proposed federal rule designed to improve rescue opera- gambling.
The crowd applauded robust- Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher shares a laugh with Kenny Throckmorton during a visit to,,
tions at the nation's 653 underground coal mines, in part by cutting
ly when Fletcher, his voice blar- Maysville, Ky. Tuesday. Fletcher and
maximum emergency response times in half.
other Republican candidates are scheduled to be in b
ing
through a speaker, ranted
"The union does not believe the proposed rule should move forMurray Thursday.
ward as it is written," Dennis O'Dell, administrator of Occupational against casinos.
"It will break down families body's lives."
insurance premiums for him and among his supporters. Even so:'.1'
Health and Safety, told a federal Mine Safety and Health
and increase bankruptcies and
About 40 supporters gath- his wife, and that his prescrip- he warned them not to take the,
Administration panel Tuesday. MSHA either misunderstood or increase divorce, increase pros:.t.
Kreso's
Family tion drug plan will require him lead for granted.
in
ignored Congress when it crafted the mine rescue rule, said O'Dell, titution," he warned."You count ered
Restaurant
hear
to
in
Bardstown
to
pay
considerably
excitmore
begin"I
find
that
people
are
who suggested tabling the proposal and rewriting it after talking all those things that I just menBeshear discuss his strategies ning next year.
ed about this election,- Beshear
with the union, mine operators and lawmakers.
tioned and they're very preva- for improving education and
"It's going to hit me a big said. "They're ready to make a
The rule is aimed at complying with a federal law passed last year lent in Vegas. And what I say is resolving the state's health care lick," Moore said.
change. They're ready to get''
after an explosion that killed 12 West Virginia miners and five min- what happens in Vegas will stay problems. He also joked about
Despite his lead in recent things going in the right direcin Vegas."
ers in eastern Kentucky.
how popular his wife, Jane, who media polls, Beshear said he tion in Kentucky."
With the election just a week was at his side on the campaign hasn't sensed complacency
The proposal would require rescuers to reach underground coal
away, both candidates had sev- trail, has become with voters
mines within one hour. The current rule is two hours.
Rescue teams also would have to be certified, familiar with a eral campaign stops Tuesday.
after she was featured in a teleFletcher had other appear- vision ad.
Tlf
mine's workings and participate in two local mine rescue contests
ances in Georgetown, Paris,
"I had the same reaction all
-rn;,'
•
annually. Members would need at least three years of underground
Maysville, Flemingsburg and over the state after that ad came
'
experience and 64 hours of training a year. The current requirement Vanceburg.
out, and that reaction was,
is 40 hours per year.
First
Beshear made stops in 'We're running the wrong
Bardstown, Beshear for governor,— he said.
Springfield,
Christian Church
Elizabethtown
and
Beshear, repeating one of his
Shepherdsville, shucking his campaign themes, said he wants
Noel Market
sports jacket, but leaving his tie political leaders to put aside parSaturday,
Nov. 3 • 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
on with a long-sleeved shirt.
tisan bickering to help Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A $1 million endowed chair at
Beshear, who has led tackle its problems.
Florida A&M Law school could become central to the trial of three , Fletcher by double digits in
Coffee Shop, Bake Sale, &
Pointing to some of his priorKentucky lawyers on wire fraud charges that they bilked clients out media polls, spoke confidently
Soup & Cornbread Luncheon
Beshear
said
ities
that
if
elected,
of millions in a settlement over the diet drug fen-phen.
about how the election is shap- providing health coverage to
Federal prosecutors said they may use evidence that attorney ing up but said there's plenty of
Tickets for the Luncheon are $5 each.
Kentucky's 81,000 uninsured
Shirley Cunningham Jr., a co-owner of Breeders' Cup Classic win- work left for him and his sup- children should not be a partisan
Luncheon is from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
ner Curlin, used money taken from clients to endow the chair, which porters.
in the Fellowship Hall.
issue, nor should expanding
"If things go the way they're access to early childhood educais the subject of a separate investigation.
Cunningham, William Gallion and Melbourne Mills Jr. are cur- going right now, we're going to tion and helping the elderly pay
rently in jail awaiting trial on charges of conspiring to commit wire , celebrate a tremendous victory for prescriptions.
Connie Moore, a retired
fraud. A state court judge has ruled that the three men owe more than on Nov. 6, and we're going to
440 clients at least $42 million. The motions concerning Florida take this government back into industrial engineer, said he likes
, the hands of the people of this Beshear's proposal for helping
A&M were among a flurry of filings as the case moves toward atrial state,"
Education
For more ,
said
in
Beshear
scheduled for January. Assistant U.S. Attorney Laura Voorhees said Bardstown. "Then we're really seniors with prescription costs.
Building
information
Social
Moore,
66,
said
his
in one motion that evidence would show the $1 million gift came going to make changes that will
Ill North 51h
call
Security checks are eaten up by
from fen-phen funds from clients.
Street
270-753-3824
make a difference in every.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Representatives of Appalachian
Regional Healthcare and nurses who have been sinking in two states
for a month will return Wednesday for a third day of meetings this
week with a federal mediator.
Nurses from Kentucky and West Virginia said they presented the
company with their complete proposal on Monday, and the company issued a statement Tuesday saying "it has become apparent that
the strike is over money and not patient care issues the union has
publicly cited."
The company said the three-year proposal includes a request for
a 7 percent salary increase annually, additional sick time and
increases in differentials, standby pay and ambulance run compensation.
In the days before the strike, ARH issued its -final offer- to the
nurses, which included an initial 2 percent pay raise and flexible
schedules, allowing nurses to work 10- and I2-hour shifts.
ARH President and CEO Jerry W. Haynes said in the statement
that the additional cost of the package the nurses presented over
three years would be approximately $28 million, or $40 million if
extended to four years. -These are additional costs that ARH. or any
healthcare provider, could not absorb," the statement said.

Mine union criticizes rescue rule
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Florida A&M law school scandal
could turn up at fen-phen trial
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,Tearing Down
Quite a scene is unfolding down below my north facing
6th floor Faculty Hall office window. I have a wonderful
view of the northern tree-lined horizon, and the only thing
that breaks that clean line of trees is the white cupola of
.- the new Clark College. the top decks of Hester, Hart. and
'.Elizabeth colleges (with an Amenca flag taut in the wind
• - above Hester), the pressbox told lights at Stewart Stadium,
and one lone distant water tower.
often spare a few moments time
before a class session to gain inspiration
from the changing panoply of tree branches
and leaves, and just now the leaves are
changing hue, not as brilliantly as usual
because of the long, bone dry summer, but
beautiful nonetheless.
Another scene unfolds, or, more accurately, is unlayering below my window,
and this scene is anything but
Home and however,
beautiful.
It is a scene of shattered skeleAway
tons, of piles of debris, of ugly, unsightful
By James
ruin. It is a scene of tearing down.
Duane Bolin
The university is tearing down the old
Ledger & Times
Columnist
Boy Scout Museum, along with all of its
various appendages. Many still remember
. the still older Murray Training School which stood on this
site. But now the building that housed a newer school, the
Boy Scout Museum before it moved to Texas, and more
recently various federally funded programs and even ROTC'
offices, is being tom down to make room for more parking.
It is interesting to imagine what buildings or landscaping
will be placed on this site in the future. No telling, with
the university expanding — and becoming more beautiful -.
with each passing year.
By DAVID ESPO
The old sometimes gives way to the new. But sometimes
and
something new is made out of something old. Isn't that
CHARLES BABINGTON
how we should consider the study of History. building
Associated Press Writers
something new from the best of the past, from the vestiges
WASHINGTON (AP) —
of the past"!
President Bush told Republican lawmakers on Tuesday
My family has watched old episodes of the television
he will not agree to legislashow, Joan of Arcadia. The show, now with all of the seation expanding children's
sons out on DVD, is a modem version of Joan of Arc.
health insurance if it includes
Joan of Arcadia talks to God, too, and God talks to Joan,
a tobacco tax increase, a
appearing to her in various guises. In one episode. Joan's
decision that virtually ensures
mother, an art teacher in Arcadia's public schools, has
a renewed veto struggle with
designed an an project for her students. She asks her stuthe Democratic-controlled
dents to bring in artifacts from home: old ceramic bowls,
Congress.
toys, jewelry, whatever they can find that reminds them of
The president also sugtheir childhood.
gested he would not be willing to sign other types of
The students dutifully bring in the items and place them
tax increases that Democrats
before them on the art room's work tables. Then, the art
have attached to major legisteacher does something interesting (and a little dangerous I
lation, including an energy
think I. She gives the students hammers and instructs them
bill, according to numerous
to break the objects into pieces. She then explains that she
officials who attended a
wants them to make works of art out of the broken pieces.
closed-door meeting at the
They are to glue the broken pieces into collages, using the
White House.
old broken pieces to create new works of art.
Bush's remarks represented
a hardening of the adminisWhen a student questions the art teacher about this madtration's public position in a
ness, she explains the process in simple language. -Just
running veto showdown over
think of it this way." she says. "You are breaking up the
Democratic-led attempts to
past to create something new. You are using the past to
enact legislation that provides
create sotnething new"
coverage for 6 million chilI 4111 thinking of that Joan of Arcadia episode now as I
dren who now lack it. The
look up from my keyboard, casting my gaze to the destrucofficials who disclosed his
tion site below. I am looking down upon the mess, the
comments did so on condidetritus of the past. The old Boy Scout Museum is all bro- tion of anonymity, saying
they were made in a closedken up into pieces of steel and concrete, waiting for the
door meeting.
dump trucks to haul it away. As for now, from my 6th
The White House had no
floor perch, this is indeed an ugly sight.
response Tuesday night to
I must adnut that I am a preservationist. I think it is
the report of the president's
important to preserve the past. I hate it when old, stately
comments.
buildings arc torn down to build a strip mall. But, believe
The president vetoed one
me, unlike the old Murray Training School. this windowless,
children's health bill. and
fortress of a building is not stately. From the first, it had
Democrats failed to override
WI aesthetic value. as NI as I could We. So, now, surely.
him in the House.
this is a time to tear down the old to create something new.
His threat to veto a
replacement measure that
I can't wait to see what is in store for the university in the
cleared the House last week
future, as we retain the best of the past, and tear down
has led to a hurried round
what should, by all accounts, he torn down . . to create
of negotiations among last something new.
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Tobacco tax vs. children's health bill

Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at
Metros State University. He may be reached at
:daane.bolinte murraystate.edu
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Murray

makers in both parties and
both houses.
Their goal is to reach a
compromise that can command enough votes to gain
the two-thirds majority needed in both houses to override the president's veto, if
necessary.
The negotiations were private, but in an ominous sign
for the White House. Republican leaders said during the
day they might defy a White
House veto.
House Republican Leader
John 13ochner of Ohio. asked
if he might support a bill
that the president would not
sign, he replied: "That's
always a possibility."
In a similar veil: House
Minority Whip Roy Blunt.
R-Mo., said he would "have
to see the bill- before deciding.
Their comments were the
clearest sign yet that even
Bush's most loyal House
allies are eager for an end
to the impasse, which many
Republicans see as politically
damaging to the GOP.
The White House has said
previously it opposes tobacco
tax increases that Democrats
included in the health care
legislation, but only after
first detailing numerous other
objections. Additionally, the
president's press aides have
declined repeatedly to say
whether he would sign a bill
that raised taxes.
Bush supplied somewhat
more emphasis in public
comments Tuesday.
"You know, they proposed
tax increases in the farm
bill, the energy bill, the
small business bill and of

course." the children's health
bill, he said of Democrats.
-They haven't seen a bill
they could not solve without
shoving a tax hike into it.
In other words, they believe
in raising taxes, and we
don't.
The vetoed bill would
have brought the number of
insured children to 10 million. The bill covered kids
from families who make too
much money to qualify for
Medicaid but not enough to
afford private health insurance.
The estimated $35 billion
cost of the measure would
be covered by higher taxes
on tobacco products, including 61 cents' per pack of
cigarettes.
Several officials said that
in the meeting with Bush,
Rep. Joe Barton of Texas
asked a question about the
president's intentions with the
health insurance measure.
They said the president
responded that he wants his
budget director. Jim Nussle,
to identify spending cuts to
offset the cost of any measure.
They also said Bush
appeared to extend his notax-increase pledge to other
measures. They quoted him
as saying that if he signed
the tobacco tax increase, it
would be difficult to draw
the line later on other bills.
Barton could not be
reached for comment.
The health insurance bill
has emerged as a key flash
point between Bush and the
Democrats in Congress.
The bill's supporters need
to add only about a dozen

House Republicans to the 44
who voted Oct. 18 to override Bush's veto. If ongoing
negotiations can gain that
number, and ideally a lot
more, then GOP leaders
could embrace the deal
regardless of the president's
stance, Boehner's and Blunt's
comments indicated.
Taxes aside, other sticking
points have revolved around
Republican demands that
poor children gain coverage
before others are insured and
that strict provisions are
included to prevent benefits
going to illegal immigrants.
Bush, and most House
Republicans, also want to
eliminate or reduce participa„don by adults and families
tan* 'more "thiM- $6/,0100
or SO.
Boehner said of the disagreement with Bush over
how to pay for the program's expansion: "He has
his position. The House
Republicans have their position.”
House Democratic leaders
last week said they had
addressed many criticisms of
the bill and put the revised
version to a vote. Most
Republicans, encouraged by
Boehner and Blunt, rejected
the changes, which some
called politically motivated.
The bill passed, 265-142.
Opposition from 141 Republicans kept it from reaching
a two-thirds majority.
The Senate gave the legislation a veto-proof majority
from the start, with the
enthusiastic backing of senior
Republicans such as Sens.
Charles Grassley of Iowa
and Orrin Hatch of Utah.
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Mines Denton Wynn
'The funeral for James Denton Wynn was today (Wednesday) at

I I a.m. us the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Gary
Knuckles and John Hoover officiated. Burial was in the Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Briensburg Church of Christ Building Fund, 891
Briensburg Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Wynn, 85, Benton, died Sunday, Oct. 28,
2007, at 6:30 cm,at the Western Kentucky Veterans
Center, Hanson.
An Army veteran of World War II, he had retired as maintenance
supervisor at Fisher Price and Union Carbide. He was a member of
Briensbing Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his father. Jack Wynn, his mother,
Fata May Patterson Wynn, one sister, Juanita Spiceland, and one
brother, Copas Wynn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Sue Hutson Wynn; one
daughter, Mrs. Brenda Sue Wynn Campbell, Montgomery, Ala.;
three sons, Larry Dale Wynn, Madisonville, and Jimmy Wynn and
Teddy Ray Wynn, both of Benton; seven grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Paid Obituary
John Paul Payne
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The funeral for John Paul Payne will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at
Hope Harbor Church, Murray. Rev. Art Heinz will officiate.
Visitation will be at the church after 10:30 a.m. Thursday.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hope Harbor Building
Fund, 2771 Ky. 94 East, Murray, KY 42071 or to Lourdes Hospice,
2855 Jackson St., Suite 5, Paducah, KY 42003.
Mr. Payne, 52, Palasades Lane, Hardin, died Sunday, Oct. 28,
2007, at 1:43 cm. at his home.
He was a member of Hope Harbor Church, Murray. He was born
Aug. 27, 1955.
Survivors include his parents, William David and Lou Wealand
Payne, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Sherry McGee and husband, Trebe,
Memphis, Tenn.; two nephews; one niece.

Robert Goulet dies at 73
LOS ANGELES (AP) Robert Goulet was in good spirits as he waited for a lung transplant, even telling doctors
before they inserted a breathing
tube, "Just watch my vocal
cords," his wife said.
The big-voiced baritone,
whose Broadway debut in
"Camelot" launched an awardwinning stage and recording
career, died Tuesday at a Los
Angeles hospital, where he had
been awaiting the transplant
after being diagnosed last month
with a rare form of pulmonary
fibrosis. Goulet was 73.
Vera Goulet, his wife of 25
years, said they were last able to
speak three weeks ago before
the singer was placed on a respirator.
Longtime friend Wayne
Newton said Goulet's sense of
humor "kept my spirits up in
some of the lowest valleys in my
life."
"His incredible voice will
live on in his music, and as Bob
so brilliantly sang, 'There will
be another song for him and he
will sing it,' for God now has
another singing angel by his
side," Newton said in a statement.
The
Massachusetts-born
Goulet, who spent much of his
youth in Canada, gained stardom in 1960 with "Camelot,"
the Lerner and Loewe musical
that starred Richard Burton as
King Arthur and Julie Andrews
as his Queen Guenevere.
Goulet played Sir Lancelot,
the French knight who falls in
love with Guenevere.
He became a hit with
American TV viewers with
appearances on "The Ed
Sullivan Show" and other Programs. Sullivan labeled him the
baritone from
"American
Canada," where he had already
been a popular star in the 1950s,
hosting his own TV show called
"General Electric's Showtime."
Goulet won a Grammy
Award in 1962 as best new artist
and made the singles chart in
1964 with "My Love Forgive
Me."
"When I'm using a microphone or doing recordings I try
to concentrate on the emotional
content of the song and to forget
about the voice itself," he told
The New York Times in 1962.
"Sometimes I think that if
you sing with a big voice, the
people in the audience don't listen to the words, as they
should," he told the newspaper.
-They just listen to the sound."
While he returned to
Broadway only infrequently
after "Camelot," he won a Tony
award in 1968 for best actor in a
musical for his role in "The
Happy Time." His other
Broadway appearances were in
"Moon Over Buffalo" in 1995
and "La Cage aux Folks" in
2005, plus a "Camelot" revival
in 1993 in which he played King
Arthur.
His stage credits elsewhere
of
productions
include
"Finian's
"Carousel,"
Rainbow," "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes,""The
Pajama
Game," "Meet
Me
in
St.
Louis"
and
"South
Pacific."
Goulet also
performed in
movies ranging
from the animated
"Gay
Genie
Purr-ee"(1962)
to "Underground" (1970) to
-The Naked Gun 2 1/2"(1991).
He played a lounge singer in
Louis MaIle's acclaimed 1980
film "Atlantic City."
He returned to Broadway in
2005 as one half of a gay couple
in "La Cage aux Polies."
Goulet had no problems poking fun at his fame, appearing
recently in an Emerald nuts
commercial in which he "messes" with the stuff of dozing
office workers, and lending his
name to Goulet's SnoozeBars.
Goulet also has been sent up by
Will Ferrell on "Saturday Night
Live."
"You have to have humor and
be able to laugh at yourself,"
Goulet said in a biography on
his Web site.
The only son of FrenchCanadian parents, Goulet was
born in Lawrence, Mass.
After his father died, his
mother moved the family to
Canada when the future star was
about 13.
He received vocal training at
the Royal Conservatory of
Music in Toronto but decided
opera wasn't for him. He made
his first professional appearance
at age 16 with the Edmonton
Symphony Orchestra.
Pianist Roger Williams said
he first met Goulet when he performed on a Canadian television
show.
"He appeared on the last part
of the show, and I knew then
that he was a tremendous talent," Williams said. "He could
shake a room with that big beautiful voice."
In his last performance Sept.
20 in Syracuse, N.Y., the crooner was backed by a 15-piece
orchestra as he performed the
one-man show "A Man and his
Music."
Although Goulet headlined
frequently on the Las Vegas
Strip, one period stood out, evidenced by a photograph that
hung on his office wall. It was
the mid-1970s, and he had just
finished a two-week run at the
Desert Inn when he was asked to
fill in at the Frontier, across the
street. Overnight, the marquees
of two of the Strip's hottest
resorts read the same: "Robert
Goulet."
"I played there many, many
years and have wonderful memones of the place," Goulet told
the Las Vegas Review-Journal.
His first two marriages ended
in divorce. He had a daughter
with his first wife, Louise
Longmore, and two sons with
his
second
wife, Carol
Lawrence, the actress and singer
who played Maria.
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Tropical Storm Noel steers toward Florida
MIAMI(AP)-Residents of
southeastern Florida
were
advised early this morning to
keep an eye on the progress of
Tropical Storm Noel, a killer
storm which could pass close to
the state in the next few days as
it hammers the Bahamas.
At 8 a.m. EDT, Noel's top
sustained winds were near 40
mph, down from 60 mph a day
earlier, according to the
National Hurricane Center. The
storm has crashed through the
Caribbean, creating floods and
mudslides that have killed at
least 22 people.
It was moving north-northwestward near 6 mph and
approaching the northern coast
of Cuba, the center said. But it
was expected to turn away from
Florida soon and speed into the
open Atlantic.
Residents of a waterfront
condominium in South Palm
Beach were urged to evacuate
Tuesday after pounding surf
destroyed a retaining wall that
had been damaged earlier this
month in another storm.
But most of Noel's rains and
winds were expected to assail
the Bahamas. Tropical stormstrength winds extended up to
175 miles north and east of
Noel's center. Above-normal
tides and heavy rains were
expected in its path into the
Atlantic.
A tropical storm warning was
in effect for several Cuban
.provinces and a tropical storm
wanting was issued for the cenual and northwestern Bahamas.
Noel was expected to produce up to 10 more inches of
rain over Hispaniola, the island
shared by Haiti and the
Dominican Republic. Up to 10
inches of rain were also possible
over eastern Cuba and the
Bahamas.
A tropical storm warning was
in effect for several Cuban
provinces and a tropical storm
warning was issued for the central and northwestern Bahamas.
The storm cut a destructive
path across the island of
Hispaniola. Because of difficul-

AP
Iln this photo released by United Mision in Haiti, MINUSTAH, A U.N. a Brazilian Peacekeeper
carries a baby during a flood due to heavy rains caused by tropical storm Noel, in la Plaine,
Port-au-Prince, Tuesday.
ties reaching remote areas of the Cross volunteers said a 3-yearisland, there was uncertainty old boy drowned as his family
over death toll figures, with tried to rescue him from a raging
emergency officials reporting river in the neighborhood of
between 22 and 36 people dead. Duvivier.
A Dominican Republic emerIn Cuba, the government said
gency commission spokesman about 1,000 homes had suffered
revised the death toll in the damage, 2,000 people had been
country Tuesday evening to at evacuated from low-lying areas,
least 30. The official, Luis Luna and schools were closed for sevPaulino, did not release eral thousand students.
specifics of the deaths, and earBahamian authorities closed
lier in the day he acknowledged most government offices, and
miscalculating a previous toll.
lines formed at grocery stores
Almost 12,000 people were and gas stations in Nassau, the
driven from their homes and capital.
nearly 3.000 homes were
At 8 cm., Noel's center was
destroyed, while collapsed 65 miles north-northwest of
bridges and swollen rivers have Camaguey, Cuba, about 195
isolated 36 towns, Luna said.
miles
south-southwest
of
In neighboring Haiti, at least Nassau, Bahamas, and about
six people died, including two 270 miles south-southeast of
women washed away by a river Miami. Some strengthening
in the town of Gamier, said U.N. over the ocean could occur as it
peacekeeping
mission pulls away from Cuba.
spokesman Mamadou Bah. Red

Florida could be spared
Tropical Storm Noel is expected
to emerge over water Wednesday
near central Cuba and head
toward the Bahamas
Tropical Storm Noel
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Soldier who died in Afghanistan remembered for love of family
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)Master Sgt. Thomas Bruner
liked Christmas so much that he
even decorated the inside of the
garage, but he was looking forward to the holiday especially
this year, because it meant corning home from Afghanistan to
celebrate with his family.
"He had reindeer, he had
lights, a snowman, a sled," said
Bruner's wife, Jane Bruner.
"We've always had
big
Christmases." But Bruner, who
was in his second deployment to
Afghanistan with the Army
Reserve, died Sunday in Kabul
of what is believed to have been
a heart attack. He was 50.
"He wanted to go, and I said,
'There's no way I'm going to
stop you from doing what you
want to do," Jane Bruner told
the Owensboro MessengerInquirer on Tuesday. "He was
just a soldier doing his job and
he loved it."

Bruner had a big family, and
people remembered how much
he loved it. "It was all the time
family, family, family everywhere he went," recalls his
brother, Robert Brinier. "Family
was first to him."
Even fellow soldiers recall
the tales of family that Thomas
Bruner would tell. "I felt like I
knew the whole family before I
even got here," said retired
Command Sgt. Maj. Durward
Thomas, who spent years alongside Bruner in the Army
Reserve, visited the family
Tuesday night.
"I knew all the names, but
not the faces."
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete, but a service was
expected to be held later this
week.
Bruner was on active duty
from 1975 to 1979, followed by
26 years in the Army Reserve
beginning in 1981.

"He knew his guys," said
Patrick Rowe, training coordinator at the Owensboro Army
Reserve Center. Bruner knew
his men's attitudes, where they
stood in their careers, their abil'ties and what they could handle. "You could ask him any-

thing about anybody."
Brian Sandefur, one of
Bruner's two stepsons, said he
was never treated like anything
but Bruner's own son.
"He was always there,"
Sandefur said. "He was a good
father, husband and friend.-
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Dale Willis
201 N 5th St, Murray
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Murray Art Guild's
Art Market
Hours:Tuesday-Friday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
500 North 4th Street

Saturday, Macomb*,3rd • 9 a.m.
Stop by the Art Market toe a taste at
cm
coffee featuring Vesuvio Coffee!
Sample the robust flavor of fresh fully roosted
beans votVe shopping for unique gifts

mag

For more information,
munoyortguildamurroy-ky.net
or (270''53-4059

44
‘
. STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....13832.1 + 39.6
Air Products
- 0.65
4l.39- 0.02
AT&T,Inc.
1629 + 0.54
Briggs & Stratton
22.45 • 0.26
Bristol Myers Squibb
10.02-Caterpillar
73.80 + 0.34
Chesron Texaco Corp 90.43 + 0.35
109.38 + 0.17
Daimler Chrysler
27.22 + 0.25
Ifean Foods
Exxon-Mobil....,.
91.0$- 0.06
Ford Motor
.5.82 + 0.02
General Electric ........, 40.$6 + 0.08
General Motors...-....-- 38.58 + 0.36
GlaxoSmithKline &DR 51.20 + 0.54
69.20 + 0.20
Goodrich
Goodyear
29.96 + 0.80
14.55 B 14.74 A
HopFed Bank'
1BM
114.06 - 0.06

1, .1,

q

M

26.48 + 0.21
Intel
29.01 • 0.07
Kroger
Mattel
20.76 + 0.29
59.15 0.03
McDonald%
57.91 + 0.05
Merck
15.87 + 0.30
Microsoft
47.07 + 0.21
IC.Penne)
.........73.39 - 0.45
Pepsiro, Inc.
+ 0.06
Pfizer, Inc. .............
Regions Financial ...........,27.07 + 0.13
Schering-Plough .....
-0.16
Sears Holding Corp
135.03 - 0.63
Time Warner...-----_.18.10 + 0.13
33.l7 + 0.47
I:5 Bancorp
UST.......... ....
+ 0.01
WellPoint Inc ..............._...78.76 - 0.26
45.37 -Wal-Mart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(1,-R1
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800•444.1854
Ham 8:
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Humane Society annual Holiday
Bazaar events at library Saturday
Uhe Humane Society's Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale will
be Saturday from 9 cm. to 2
p.m at the Calloway County
Public Library Community
Room. The Society counts on
proceeds from the bazaar to help
suppon its many programs that
assist animals in the community
If you have a special talent lor cooking or making crafts.
the Humane Society appreciates donations of baked goods,
handmade items or nice gift
items. Donations will be accepted at the library between 10
a.m. and 5 p.m. on Friday.
Many items will be for sale:
Baked goods of all sorts, homemade pet treats, jellies, jams
and salsa. a variety of crafts.
stuffed animals. ornaments,
birdhouses and feeders, ceramics, needlework. etc.
The society's bazaar and
hake sale has always been one
01 the hest in Murray,- says
Kathy Hodge, Humane Society executive director. -People
look forward to it all year.
They create handcrafted items,
ake and find attic treasures
ui donate.''
"The generosity of our members and supporters make the
bazaar a success,- Hodge
explained. "We depend completely on donors to provide
wonderful things to sell!"
This year professional pet
moraits will be available on
San)!day and Sunday as part

h

Photo provided

Lisa Brannon enjoys choosing her purchases from the wide
variety of items at a past Humane Society of Calloway County
Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale. The Society is gathering
items, recruiting volunteers and inviting shoppers for this
year's event which will be held Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Library Community Room.
()I the Society 's Holiday Bazaar.
Crystal Rogers of Cypress

Springs Phi 4ography is the phistographer. Photos will he made

25 39 East Wood Street • Part'-. 1 ^.;

731-641-916R
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Huge Atter Market Fabric Sale to make room
for new fabric.
Sale starts Wed,Oct. 31st thru Sat., Nov. 3rd.

OFF Nlost

Bolts

• la,/

Play "Deal or No Deal"for additional savings.
Also bring your sciNsors to he sharpened.
Blade Smith on site Saturday. Nov. 3rd onlv.

Calloway Genealogical Society
plans special meeting Friday
Calloway County Genealogical Society
will meet Friday at 11 a.m. in the annex
.
of the Calloway County Public Library.
The program will be for beginning genealogists and new technology for current
members. Subjects to be covered will be
getting started,organizing,computer searches and developing a family tree. New members and visitors Just for the day for the
special program are invited.
At the last meeting at Asberry CenseJots
Datebook ler'', Jessie McCallon discussed his mapproject of the cemetery as part of
By Jo Burkeen Ong
his requirements for his Eagle Badge in
Community
Boy Scouting, along with Dennis CrawEditor
ford who assisted.

2
1
1
1

in the Calloway County Public Library Annex on Saturday
and at the Weaks Community
Center on Sunday. Appointments on Saturday are available from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and on Sunday from I to 5
p.m. See samples of Crystal's
pet portraits and holiday cards
in the Holiday Pet Portraits folder in the Humane Society's
Photo Gallery at www.forthepets.org, It's the last folder on
the page. Portraits can be of
your pets alone or with family.
Glory Bound changed to Saturday
A $15 sitting fee is due at
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Satthe photo session and is a urday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen Unitdonation to the Humane Soci- ed Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
ety. You will be able to view
will be Janice Schecter, Jackie Graham and Ethelene Darnell.
proofs of your photos before There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will
ordering. Several photo pack- be accepted. This change from Friday is because the church
women will be preparing for their bazaar on Saturday. For
ages are available or you can
create your own. Christmas more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Tayphoto cards are also available. lor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail gloryDetails are on the Humane bound@hotmail.com.
Society's
website
at
www.forthepcts.org.
Republican event on Thursday
Schedule
your
portrait
Calloway County Republicans will meet and greet Gov.
appointment today by calling Ernie Fletcher Thursday morning at Party Headquarters on the
the Humane Society at 759- southwest corner of downtown courtsquare. The governor and
1884.
other statewide candidates will be there from 9:45 to 10:45
Proceeds of the Bazaar sup- a.m. on The Governors Victory 2007 Bus Tour of Kentucky.
port the society's ongoing pro- The public is invited and urged to attend.
grams including Animal Assistance which provides basic Geo-caching planned at park
food, housing, veterinary care
Geo-caching will be Thursday and Friday from 3:30 to 4:45
and other emergency measures p.m. at he Courthouse Pavilion Central Park.
for animals in crisis and Fixed
for Life, a spay/neuter pro- Council meeting Thursday
gram which helps support
Calloway County 4-H Council will meet Thursday at 5:30
affordable spays or neuters to p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office.
pets of those who qualify.
If you are interested in Good
Shepherd plans bazaar
attending the bazaar, the doors
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, 84 Cherry Corwill open promptly at 9 a.m. ner Rd., of Ky. 121 South,
Murray, will have its annual bazaar
on Saturday.
Shoppers are and bake sale on Saturday form 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. This will
encouraged to come early for include baked goods, breakfast, lunch, desert, homemade items,
the best selection.
books, dishes, knick-knacks and other good stuff.
The mission of The Humane
Society of Calloway County,
Housing Authority plans bazaar
a United Way organization, is
Resident of the Housing authority of Murray will have their
to extend humane education,
annual Christmas Bazaar on Saturday from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m,
teach kindness and concern for
at the Ellis Community Center, Ellis Drive. Holiday decoraanimals and humans alike; tions, jewelry, jams, jellies, cakes, pies, etc.,
will be available.
relieve suffering and prevent
cruelty to animals: increase
Reformers Unanimous to meet
awareness of pet overpopulaReformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
tion and work to reduce it:
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
enrich the community through
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
the promotion of quality of
life for animals and people.
If you would like to vol- Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
unteer on Friday, Saturday or
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. ProSunday or for more informaceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
tion about donating items to
the bazaar, contact the Humane
Society at 759-1884 or e-mail TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter '#469
humanesociety@murray-ky.net.
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
You can also visit the office
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For inforat 607 Poplar Street Suite Amation call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Fire Station plans fundraiser Saturday

Vend
Calloway County
to
tfate!
co A/044'ms°1
govil

Co ociair

VOTE
Fletcher for Governor

A fundraiser for the new Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station in New Concord will be Saturday. It is a Poker Run with
sign up from 9 to II a.m. at Largos on Ky. 121 S at Kentucky-Tennessee State Line. First bike out will be at 11 a.m.
and last bike in by 3 p.m. The cost will be $20 entry fee
for rider and $10 for passenger if playing. Persons may bring
an item for Need Line and passenger plays for $5. Tickets for
$20 each are being sold for a 23 HP V-twin 48" Hydrostatic
liusqvarna lawn tractor for the fire station to be given away.
On Thursday at 8:15 a.m. Froggie 103 will be present at
Kroger's in Murray to interview residents of the area and tickets for the tractor will be available there for the public. Winner does not have to be present when the tractor is given
away on Saturday.

Art Guild plans special program
Persons may learn the fundamentals of watercolor which
will allow you to use this traditional painting media with confidence in the "Water Color Basics" on Thursday and Friday
from 6 to 9 p.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Murray Art Guild, 500 North Fourth St., Murray. This includes
the exploration of value, color theory, drawing and composition. Participants will see demonstrations and do exercises in
order to understand the basics, then will complete a painting
of their own. Sallie. Goy will be instructor. Class size is limited. Pre-registration is required by calling the Guild at 7534059 or murrayanguild@murray-ky.net.

Spring Creek plans event

Robbie Rudolph
of Calloway County
for Lt.
Governor
Paid for by S.K. Canip
1744 1(trk.e- Almo Road • Mturay. Ky. 42071

Sphng Creek Health Care on South 16th Street will have
"Trick or Treating" from 5 to 7 p.m. today. Persons should
enter through the main entrance of the south building.

Owens Chapel plans event
Owens Chapel
will have special
chips, drinks and
tonight. This will
lic is invited.

Baptist Church, 6504 Airport Rd., Kirksey,
events including trunk or treats, hot dogs,
fun activities for all ages from 6 to 8 p.m.
include lots of game sand prizes. The pub-

Project Graduation plans promotion
Calloway County High School 2008 Project Graduation will
have a rebate day at Backyard Burger today from 4 to 9 p.m.
Persons are asked to tell cashier to put their receipts in the
CCHS Project Graduation box.

Garden Department to meet Thursday

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday at 1 p.m. at the club house. Russ °airborne
will speak on "Identity Theft." with members to share will be
the program. Hostesses will be Peggy Nieschlag, Rosanna
Miller and Patti Williams.
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Deddinys

Unyayemenis

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Charles Mertz

Howerton and Hull

King and Clark

Anna Kathryn Hill of Murray and Joseph Charles Mertz of
ockford, Ill., were married Saturday. July 14, 2007, at First
Christian Church, Murray.
• Dr. James Simmons'officiated. Music was by Donnie Hendrix, organist, and Medea Erickson, soloist.
The bride is the daughter of Bobby and Beth McCuiston of
Murray and Robert and Jennifer Hill of Paris, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Donn and Jan Mertz of Rockford,
M.
'Meghan King of Murray was the maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Jessica Wilburn and Charlsie Young of Murray and
Tracy Winter of Breese, Ill.
Gary Atkerson of Nashville. Tenn., was best man. Groomsmen were Brandon Flexer of Nashville, Kevin Opp of Muhlenburg, and Brian Master of Peoria, Ill.
The bride is a 2003 graduate of Murray High School and
a 2007 graduate of Murray State University, She is employed
by. Curves for Women in Nashville, Tenn,
The groom is a 2002 graduate of Rockford Christian High
Sctool and a 2006 graduate of Murray State University. He is
employed by Enterprise - Rent A Car, Nashville.
_

Marty and Marcy Howerton of Tulsa, Okla., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Melissa Ann Howerton, to Donald P. Hull Jr., son of Don and Lindad
Hull of Tulsa.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Patsy Lambert
and the late Randol Lambert of Springdale, Ark., and of Delbert and Carol Howerton of Rogers, Ark.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Harold and
Helen Moody of Tulsa and of Mrs. Mary Clark Hull and the_
late Oren Hull of Tulsa, formerly of Murray, Ky.
Miss Howerton is attending the University of Oklahoma andl
will graduate with a master's degree in accountancy in Decem-i
ber 2007. She is an alumna of Delta Gamma sorority and
employed by Grant Thornton, Tulsa,
Mr. Hull Jr. is attending the University of Oklahoma and
will graduate with a degree in mechanical engineering in December 2007. He is a member of Brothers Under Christ fraternity and is employed by Nordam in Tulsa.
The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. 22, 2007, at Faith United Methodist Church, Tulsa.

Ted and Joan King of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Meghan King, to Patrick
Clark, son of Edward and Janice Clark of Louisville.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Lynn
Christensen and the late Mervin Christensen of Murray and of
Mrs. Evelyn King and the late Derril King of Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Gladys Heim and
the late Norbert Heim Sr. and Mrs. Sarah Clark and the late
Joseph Clark, all of Louisville.
Miss King, a 2003 graduate of Murray High School, is a
2007 graduate with a degree in communication disorders and
is currently pursuing a master's degree in speech-language
pathology at Murray State University. She is a member of
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority.
Mr. Clark, a 2000 graduate of St. Xavier High School, Louisville,
is a 2007 graduate with a degree in special education at Murray State University. He is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. He is employed as special education teacher and
girls softball coach at Massac County High School.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 29, 2007, at 2:30 p.m.
at St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray. Invitations will be sent.
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MCCH Health Express announces stops for November
ave their
o 1 p.m.
y decora- ;
available. -

The Murray-Calloway Coun- Center for Health & Wellness
For more information on the schedule or about the screenty Hospital Health Express will in Murray.
November Health Express ings offered, call 270-762-1348.
offer blood pressure checks,
pulse and blood sugar screenings at its stops during the
1_1'1.1.410j .d_4).;
)
113
- 1 le
.)1!)1'.113
b
month of November.
If you are diagnosed with
1113 NO r Jailf Or)fOila7?
diabetes, you can have your
blood sugar monitored on the
Health Express with a written
I t 'S
prescription from your physician and file it with the Health
Express nurse. Your physician
will specify the frequency for
monitoring on the prescription.
An Occult Blood Screening
Kit is also available for $4.
Auto., 4 Cyl.
This screening detects blood
..#41111PEI
Lease for
in the stool.
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are no
symptoms. If you are experiencing symptoms, you should
see your physician immediate#TC8013
0 Down
ly.
During the month of November, the Health Express will
make 12 stops to the follow4 Dr., Auto., 4 Cyl. Stk. #TC8067
ing locations:
(35 MPG)
Thursday, Nov. 1, 8:30 a.m.
MSRP
$17,435
to 11:45 a.m. and 1 p.m. to
3 p.m. — Save-A-Lot in MurPeppers HotTober Disc
-1,200
ray.
Toyota Rebate
-750
Monday, Nov. 5, 8:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m. — Office Depot in
HotTober Price
Murray.
Thursday, Nov. 8, 8 a m
to 11 a.m. — Marshall County Senior Citizen Center in
Benton, KY *LIPIDS ONLY'
MUST FAST FOR 12 HOURS
Monday, Nov. 12, 8:30 a.m.
9
to 11:30 am.— Subway in
Puryear, TN and 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. — BB&T Bank in Hazel.
Thursday, Nov. 15, 8:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m.— Wal-Mart in Murray.
Monday, Nov. 19, 8:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. — George Weak's
Community Center in Murray.
Monday, Nov. 26, 8:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m. — Storey's Food
Giant in Murray.
Tuesday, Nov. 27, 8:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m. — Wal-Mart in Pans,
Reg. Cab 4x4 Pickup, 5 Speed, 4 Cyl.
TN
Wednesday, Nov. 28, 9 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
MSRP
$19,155
,
to 2:30 p.m. — Hamlin OnePeppers
HotTober
Disc
- 1,256
Stop in Hamlin.
Toyota
Rebate
-500
Thursday, Nov. 29,8:30 a.m.
-41 •
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
*
•
to 3 p.m.— First United
fi117901
Methodist Church in Murray.
HotTober Price
$17
Additionally, MCCH Health
oiseataiiir •Prioi includes doc fee of $64 50, taxes, title and license are additional Photos for illustation purposes only
Express will have the follow•'48 month lease $299 per month plus tax and 15,030 miles per year
ing stop offering free screenings:
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
Tuesday, Nov. 20, 8 a.m.
(a!)
to Noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
—
Free
Vision/Glaucoma,
Osteo, Blood Pressure and
peppermlutomotire corn
2420 E W004 04 , PM.IN - 1 800 315'3219* 731441-3900
Blood Sugar Screenings at the
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Wasuwattanasee and Pierce
Barinda Wasuwattanasee, daughter of Nualanong Uttajuck of
Sukhothai, Thailand, and Matthew Pierce, son of Michael and
Lou Jean Pierce of Murray, were married Oct. 6, 2007, in a
ceremony in Sukhothai.
Mr. Pierce is the grandson of the late Freeland and Frances
Pierce of Kirksey. Ky.. and the late Jack and Josephine Henson of Benton.
A second ceremony will be Saturday. Nov. 10, 2007, at 6
p.m. at Kirksey Baptist Church, Kirksey. Ky. Dr. Allan Beane
will officiate.
Attendants for the bride will be Melody Young of Birmingham. Ala., maid of honor, and Foy Thetford, Melissa Fethe
and Stephanie Pierce, bridesmaids.
Attendants for the groom will be Robert Pierce of Jackson,
Tenn., best man. and Bear) Darnell, Steven Overby and Carolton Binkley. groomsmen.
A cake and punch reception will follow the ceremony at the
church.
The bride received her bachelor of science in English from
Rajabhat Chandrakasem University, Bangkok, Thailand. She
worked for Campus Outreach Thailand for 10 years before
resigning in September.
The groom. a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High
School, received his bachelor of science degree in computer
information systems in 2001 and his master of business administration in 2003 from Murray State University. He has just
returned from working with the Southern Baptist Convention
in Thailand for two years and is now teaching as an adjunct
instructor in the Murray State University ESL Department.

Purchase Area Chapter
will meet Thursday
Purchase Area Chapter of
Kentucky Public Retirees will
meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m.
at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr.., Paducah, for a combined
meeting and luncheon. Sen. Ken
Winters of Murray will be the
guest speaker. All retirees of

the Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle,
Fulton, Hickman. Graves. Marshall and McCracken County
Retirement Systems and Kentucky Sate Police Retirement
System are invited. For information call 1-270-898-7289 or
1-270-442-0389.

2008 Toyota Corolla LE

$159485*

4C:10 All 2007 Toyota Tundra's In Stock
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Staff Report
David Morgan says his
Chainsaw Slaughter House' and
Asylum Haunted House in
Marshall County is designed for
people to enjoy. Now in its
fourth year, Morgan says people
can expenence the thrill of the
haunted
house
through
Halloween and into this weekend.
it will run through Saturday,
Nov. 3.
The 6,000 square-foot building is a non-stop maze filled
with some 40 scenes fromthe
time you enter the building until
you exit. It is also filled with
props of all sorts along the walk,
and each will continue to amaze
the spectator.
'There are approximately 30
actors and actresses who perform in multiple scenes. It takes
around 30 minutes to go through
the haunted house," he said. The
cast and crew also involves
many of Morgan's family members, including his wife, children and grandchildren.
"We've had some actors and
actresses who have been with us
since the beginning," he added.
Morgan said the haunted
house was originally created to
help fund the Jonathan Family
Resource Center, and he hoped
to
approximately
donated
$2,000 to the organization this
year.
"Our only stipulation was that
the money donated goes directly
to the kids to help them," he
added.
Morgan said, thus far this year,
the haunted house has entertained four school field trips.
A roofer by trade, he says his
haunted house was inspired by

many of the great horror films of
the past, as well as other haunted houses.
"We wanted to bnng a larger
city haunted house to the smaller city," he commented, adding
that he built the entire complex
himself.
"We want people to see that a
haunted house can be entertaining. We also have a 'low profile'
walk through the house for
younger kids where the actors
and actresses will take off their
masks and show the youngsters
what they are seeing is not real."
he said. "We want to keep the
haunted house clean and family
oriented."
He also said he has plans to
expand the haunted house with
an outdoor area.
He said the haunted house,
located south of Benton on old
U.S. 641, opens at 7 p.m. and
runs until everyone has left. The
admission is $10 for adults and
$7 for those eight-and-under.

Ledger & Times Photo
David Morgan, below left photo, and members of the cast at the Chainsaw Slaughter House and Asylum in Marshall County
are in their fourth year of scaring people for Halloween. Morgan says his haunted house is inspired by many great horror
movies as well as other haunted houses.

It's not man bites dog ... but close
DES MOINES,Iowa(AP)—
A hunter is recovering after he
was shot in the leg at close range
by his dog, who stepped on his
shotgun and tripped the trigger,
an official said Tuesday.
James Harris, 37, of Tama,
was hit in the calf Saturday, the
opening day of pheasant season,
said Alan Foster, a spokesman
with the Iowa Department of
Natural Resources.
"He had surgery and is doing

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
OUTSTANDING SCIENCE TEACHER: Mike Epperson, center, a seventh grade science
teacher at Murray Middle School, has been awarded the 2007 Outstanding Science Teacher
Award presented by the science department at Southeast Missouri State University. He is the
first place winner from more than 400 participants generated by student essays across the tristate area. Science students at SEMO graded the entries. According to a spokesperson for
Murray Middle School, approximately 200 students completed the nomination forms in support
of Epperson. He was awarded a $350 gift basket of science resources and a Certificate of
Recognition. Gifts included a telescope, science books, science game and other teaching
Items. Pictured above, from left, are: Whitney Carver; Paradise Ngezam; Epperson; Justin
Evitts; and Jackson Willie.
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The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to participate in our annual
Christmas Parade on Saturday, December 1st. Community participation and support
is what makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate yourfloat
or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants should
report for line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unit feeder route onto
Main Street is 10th Street. However, your group will be contacted
on November 29th with a unit number and line-up instructions.
Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Group & Entry Description:

=3MIDESEMIn
Mail Entries To:"Murray Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call mots
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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pretty well," he said. "He took
between 100-120 pellets in
about a 4-inch circle to his calf."
Harris was listed in good
condition Tuesday, officials at
University Hospitals in Iowa
City said.
Harris was hunting with a
group about three miles north of
Grinnell. The group shot a bird,
and when Harris went to get it,
he put his gun on the ground and
crossed a fence.

As he crossed the fence, his
hunting dog stepped on the gun.
Foster said.
The gun was about 3 feet
away from his leg.
'The muzzle velocity is so
great that the pellets don't have
a chance to spread out," he said.
No one else was hurt, and the
dog was not injured.
Foster said no citations have
been issued.

* * * VOTE FOR * * *
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FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION
District 2
• I was appointed in March 2007 by the Kentucky Dept.
of Education as the best qualified candidate.
• I will continue to be a strong advocate for the children
in Calloway County and a voice for the voters of
District 2.
• Current and past experience on various committees,
councils, parent organizations, and board positions.
• I would appreciate your vote on November 6th.
PAW FOR BY BONNIE LEEANN MYEFLS
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ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office
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-The family of Debora Kendall
would like to extend a heartfelt
"Thank You" to all those who
have helped us the last four
months. Especially the MSU
Physical Plant employees, the
Calloway County Board of
Education employees, East
Elementary faculty and staff,
Calloway County Food Service
Employees and the MCCH Acute
Rehab Unit. Also, all the Glendale
)Road Church of Christ members,
the University Church of Christ
sand Union Grove Church of
Christ members. To all our Penny
community friends and neighbors thanks for all your prayers
'I and well wishes.
We love you all,
i
N Larry, Debbie & Mark Kendall
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Ptti. Ii has applied to the
New Cingular
Murray Manning Commission for approval to replace
an exuding light pole with • new wireleas commons..
cations facility on a site hicated at 914 Arcadia Circle,
Murray. Kentucky 42071 36' 37' 19:146 North lati101'42 431' West longitude i If there are any
tude.
comments please respond within 5 days of publtc
notice to Cingular Wirelesa. Attn I. Glass. 5310
Maryland Way, Brentwood TN. 37027. or Pike Legal
Boa 369 Sheptierdsville. KY
i;r•olp.
40155 telephone .900. 516-4293 Please reference
Site Number and Address with any comments

Associate Director of Gift Planning, Murray State University, located in
the lakes area of Western Kentucky, seeks an outstanding Associate Director
of Gift Planning. Full-time, 12 month position to begin January 2008
reports to the Associate Vice President for Institutional Advancement.
Qualifications: Bachelors degree in Finance. Business, Accounting or
related field required. Masters of Business Adnumstration (MBA) or
Masters in Finance preferred. Experience in financial advisory fields, banking. estate planning. business or public accounting is required along with
experience or a solid understanding of fundraising and planned giving techniques and strategies. Also, this position is responsible for coordinating and
facilitating Murray State's fundraising efforts in the School of Agriculture
as outlined by the Associate Vice President. Must be an innovative, selfmoos ated. organized individual capable of handling multiple tasks and
projects simultaneously; superior wntten and oral communication skills,
well-developed negotiation, fund-raising, analytical skills, excellent interpersonal skills and ability to interact effectively with a wide variety of constituents; ability and willingness to travel. Respondbilities: This position
is responsible for planning, directing, and coordinating giving strategies
through life income trusts, wills, gift annuities, real estate, financial secunties and life insurance for the University. The successful candidate will plan
and implement gift planning strategies for the University, assist in planning
and executing broad-based marketing Activities to alumni and fnends for
gift planning vehicles; cultivate and develop prospects for the School of
Agnculture. visit and establish relationships with alumni, parents, and
fnends and encourage them to support Murray State University through
appropriate gift planning vehicles. Application Deadline: November 16,
2007. To Apply: Submit letter of application indicating job title, current
resume and names, addresses and telephone numbers of three professional
references to: Chair, Gift Planning Search Committee, Murray State
University. 106 Development Center, Murray, KY 42071 Women and
minonties are encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an Equal
Education and Employment Opportunity, 114/F/D, AA employer.
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Shift & Floor Supervisors
Planning & Scheduling Assistant
Fragrance Specialist
Machine Operator
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JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD
Most formats supported Great gift idea
for
now
Plan
Chnstmatt.
270-328-8719
NOW forming Monday
ntght 8 Ball league at
Billiards
Breaktime
759-9303

ALL positions
person
in
Apply
Dumplin's,
305S 12th St.
Murray. KY
COSMETOLOGIST
opening MondayFriday $10 hour full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits Fru resume to
270-444-0389

DO you love worldng

PSYCHIC •
READINGS
Advice, help on all
problems of life
Mrs. Ann

170-767-0508
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Become a foster parA (Mild

ent, up to $313/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

with Idris?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the piece
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
&WY at
Wee Care
togs 15th St
Murray KY 42071
(2701753-5227

- organized
NEED
administrative assistant with accounting
and computer skills
436-2799
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any shift
Must have experience or degree Must be available to work
organizaMust hme people skills and must possess detail oriented and
tional skill, an a fast pined ens ironment

Chi"

Money Order
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Zip _
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Mail this reupon with payment to
Murray Ledger•Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
lie all 4701 753-1918

•

Duties include picking and processing
orders, receiving and unloading, inventory
maintenance. Requirements for the position
are forklift expenence, valid driver's license,
light to moderate lifting, computer skills.
Must be self motivated and energetic.
Competitive wages & benefits!
Seed Resume to: P.O. Box 123, Almo, KY 42020
Energetic, hard-working individual with
multi-tasking abilities needed for front office
duties in busy medical practice. Must interact well with people, and be cheerful, respectful, and outgoing Absolutely no phone calls
will be accepted concerning this position.

Janitorial cleaning
position available with
SSC Service
Solutions. Murray
area, 3 buildings,
approximately 17.5
hours per week
(270)527-2041 Ask for
Mrs. Miller
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N
12111 St.
LPN needed 2-3 days
per week at the Allergy
and Asthma Clinic No
Fridays or weekends.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy. 641 North,
Murray, KY 42071.
Please include 3 references.

BENEFITS;

• 40IK
\I P Group is a (tea growing company with advancement and opportuzufor
i lc, available Interested applicants can apply at the Department
Pounng
I.mployment Services - Mayfield or apply in person MVP Group
to jun:
Facility. 112 Industnal Park Drive, Mayfield at send resume
mvpgruupsntcumMVP Group International Ins

is an EOE

ADVERTISING SALES
& Times is currently
for the position of
Representative
Sales
1ds ertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and des eloping new accounts in
Murray and surrounding Areas You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated
Prior sales experience is required Degree in
Athertising. Marketing. and Public Relations
preferred. but not required Salary will be
based on education And sales experience

the Murray Ledger
assepting resumes

Paid holidays and sacation. health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
.‘1, Equal ipportuniiv Employer

DRIVERS -A steady
lifestyle' Top pay, great
benefits' No evenonce? No problem,
Werner Enterpnses
set
800-346-2818
150

HvAC
Local heating & air
centracoor looking tor
imporisnoed sivosen6461 mechanics and
service lochs Pay
based on experience
Send Resume to
PO -Box 1507 Murray

THE business office a
the Allergy and Asthma
Clinic has an opening
thru
Monday
for
Thursday Expenence
in CPT coding. IC0-9
coding, data entry, and
account receivables
knowledge preferred
Please send resume to
2957 US Hwy 641
North. Murray, KY
42071 Include three

references.

EZIMIIEF31114111141111
Conmeny Driven:
Earn up to 44 epee
kw,/ o• vow •
1: 4.• maw nen

•

boat see
Studente/G radiates
EtLellers training prorate
Caws. 174cWiesossi noswiss3
• 7.4, V(
• te, 1,••lang/1 nioua,n,
• clpoomed VI a so HIVIMII
• 2: won OM cwt.

1164446-0405
ATTENTION
OWNER OPERATORS'
d...:o
Ears e
Moo
• wire Foe

NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
30 new positions avilable Earn $7-$16 per
selling
No
hour
Training provided If
you have a pleasant
\7041:713, good communication skills, and are
dependable, call
759-4958
NEEDED competent
management candiLooking for
dates
dependable, flexible.
and personable indivKlual to assist manager in all capacities
Kitchen help, servers &
bartenders. Apply after
Murray
2:00pm
Country Club 2200
Rd.
College Farm
753-8113

•Toil. NS
• No Mawr Roomed
• hisi 22 yrs 01 yr •eth 11
F ip
mot
• Or ma tom sol drew sod

Do you
NOSEY?
closely follow Murray's
political, governmental.
seciat, educations, and

677-771-3533
www.pd-Inc.com

recreational

GREAT Opportunity,
Expanding' Full-time
axPertenced salesperson Part-time warehouse Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture.
64IN,
3060 Hwy
Murray, KY 42071
GREEN .Acres is currently hiring for Ihe folpositions:
lowing
RNA_PN 2P-10P MI
time. SRNA 6A-2P hillOme Anyone interested n becoming pert of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres

Health Care, 402 W
Farthing St Mayfield,
KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -Resit*,
schedule- 7 days a

week
$9hr after paid training
.Benefits
1 -88111-974-JOBS
T079100207

NEW 38R singleveide
HD Televisions
on 1-acre lot, move-in
Come by Olympic
ready, no rentals.•
Plaza to see our selecreduced price
tion of HD teievisions. (270)978-0921
&
Plasma
Flat screen
NICE 3br. 2ba on 1.4
LCDs. Rear Protection
acre only $45,900 near
LG, Toshiba,
also
Lynn Grove. Call Diana
Hitachi & Sony. We
at 270-703-2885 MTG
have a large selection
Real Estate
of entertainment centers & TV carts. •
Mobil homes For Rent
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
14X60 26R 2BA $400
ty 703-4768

activitiesicontroversies? Okay with odd
working hours? Then
you may be perfect for
our part-time position
in the new department
WK Y093 3
of
Willie102 1 - Classic
Rock94 7 - Talic94.3 Electnc96 9 Wet train
you. To inquire, call
Donna Groves. 270534-2224 9am liam
M-F

NOW

taking applications for all posltioris
and all shifts. Apply
In person at SOrliC
DrIvta-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

PT FT/PT
I-ic Up.die !her4,

an
Murray K1 Excellent
Salary/Benefit,
Fax Resume:
2711-7674471
practice

.1,0 hi

&

3 bedroom 1 bath doublewide trailer. Central
heat & air, $325 monthly plus deposit. No
pets. 270-436-2096

Imily Htstory
Books
7r,q 4938

3BR 2BA on 1/2 acre
lot. New carpet. Very
clean. Yard mowing
included. No pets.
$350 a month plus
deposit. References
required. Call 270-6236314 or 270-978-6492

PLAYSTADON 1 & 2
Now
GAMES
sold/traded at Wood
Electronics on the
Court Square. Huge
Great
Selection,
Prices! 753-0530

WANTED. Part time
Clinic Director Angels
Community Clinic is in
need of an ARNP/RN
as the Clinic Director.
This position is part
time Monday.
Wednesday and
Thursday about 25
hours a week. Anyone
interested may mail a
resume to Angels
Community Clinic,
1005 Poplar Si.
Murray, KY 42071 or
you may bring your
resume by the clinic
office Monday.
Thursday 8:30-4:00

MALE Dancers wanted
review
male
for
Second Friday of every
month from 7PM-9PM
Must be 18 and over.
Have fun and make
money. Call for details
(270)873-9109

Noble boom For tels

AnIdss
For Sale

060
Help Wanted

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
upgrade. FREE 6
pets. Leave a roes
promonths of HD
sage. 270-753-1970
w/HD
gramming
1 OR 2br apts. near
upgrade. Get months 3
Murray
downtown
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax. starting at S200/mo.
753-4109.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. $5.00
1BR, various locations,
for local networks. Call $2004300. Coleman
Beasley Antenna &
RE 753-9898
Satellite for more info.
2 bedroom, all applifree:
toll
or
759-0901
Cambridge
ances,
877-455-0901
area. 293-6968
STRAW for sale. $2.50 2 or 3BR duplex,
bale. 227-7352,
C/3-{/A. 1 or 2BR apt.
753-4582
753-1252 day, 753-

STEVEN G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Accountant.
Staff
Benefits include 4-day
week. Email
work
to
resume
stove0senora.corn.

0606 night, 761-3694
duplex.
IBA
2BR
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Dr. 270-753-0259

LARGE
SELECTION

2BR Apt $275
2BR house $375
753-3415

USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

28R apt. No pets.
Lease & deposit Rent.
Security
$500,
Deposit. $500. 1604
Miller Ave.
270-519-2699

Mime

(270) /53-1713

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553

liem Equipment

I clean homes and
businesses Cell
phone 1(616)8358647

2BR duplex, nice,
1080 C/H/A, appliances furTRACKHOE
case, solid machine, nished. Various locaworking daily
tions. Coleman RE
HD11E 753-9898
•Dozer
Allischamber, solid old
2BR, w/d hookup, no
machine, working daily
pets. $355 monthly.
*JD 5425 81-HP- 2007
Call 293-6070
CHA- LOADER, 300hrs. 4x4, all options, 4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A.
like new
Coleman RE 753-9898
(270)345-2773 nights

PERSONAL aide- personal care, pill planners filled, run
errands, sitting, etc
References available
Call DeeDee Cohoon
759-9778

Wedni
Phon
Eqi

270

160

Please submit a typed resume, along with a
handwritten cover letter, to:
Dr. John Bright
Dermatology of Murray
300 S. 8th St., Ste. 281-W
Murray, KY 42071

• Earned Personal Mrs
• asiitji,n
• 9 lloliditis
• Ilralth. Dental. 0191,448. Supplemental Insurance

Rest al KY/TN

Visa

iNC

WAREHOUSE CLERK
POSITION AVAILABLE

A
._3
1111111111
r"111;511
7

NO1
1, 2&
We ac
8
API* a
902 h

TOO Si

VERY
near
applian
$750
deposit

Ho
2, 3 &
Lease
require(
2BR 1 t
deposit.
2BR
remode
415 S
month
3BR 1
late co
ed leas
pets F
deposit
FairlarK
month
3BR 1
ances
& dep
Rent !
Deposi
Sycanx
270-51!

3BR
month
Broad 1.
270-29:
3BR, 11
S. 15th
$475/m

A&F
Near
•

FOR R
Boat &
12x36
11x12
Montht
(270)9

FOR P
Boat &
12c96.
11x12
Monthl
(270)9

ST

(2
Cell.
9 a.

J&1
MI?

Locat

120
SOUTHWOOD condominiums. All appliances Included.
767-9948.

Cempulers
orte Equipment
Iiipi
[
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coln
and pocket knife collections. 2934999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters. air condibaseboard
tioners.
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

Aides
For lie
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yetlow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
Diaper
LIL' Angel
Cakes for baby shower
Can
pieces.
center
8
be disassembled and
used later. Will customize to any theme
270-489-2360.
270-489-2940

OSCAR'S Outdoors
1539 West Broadway,
Mayfield, KY Guns
gun repair, Benellis
scopes 270-247-6100
or 705-8838

Arwood

MUR
Lock
units
2905

IA
•Insii

.s

DUPLEX. 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath.all appliances
$525/mo. 436-5685

FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery
Cali for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

DUPLEX 1300A
Valieywood Dr.
$400/mo 759-9920 or
293-1446

Moires For Sale
2002 Fleetwood 16x80
3BR 2BA. Northern
insulated, extra nice.
270-489-2525
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleehvood manufactured home Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and brick Nada°
skirting 2BR. IBA
$29.900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
1308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001
2BR, fenced -in
acre tot, $10,900
753-6012

DUPLEX apartment.
Like new, located in
Northwood. Carport,
2BR, all appliances
with gas heat and central air. $575 per
month. Phone
753-3018

2',

1/2

92 Clayton 38R, 28A.
16X80, stove, dishwasher. refrigerator.
must be moved
$11.000 293-2158
436-6109 night

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 26r units
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
&
492-8721. Mon
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEWER, large 1BR
1BA with all appliances
including w/d. Close to
university. Low utilities.
$325 plus deposit
(270)556-8021
NICE 2BR duplex
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457
VERY nice! 2 bedroom. 1 bath. washer/dryer Spacious
smoke & pet free residence $500 month
226-8006

m

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

MULTI-PARTY
GARAGE SALE

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Wednesday, Octotier 31, 20417 • 38

Isincops

OPEN HOUSE

1505 Diugutd Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment*
Central Hear and At,
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

i

ligeasets

on 1 4
II near
I Diana
5 MTG

• $400.
th douCentral
month-it. No
096
/2 acre
:t. Very
mowing
pets.
h plus
:rences
70-6238-6492

pts. No
a mes
1970
Is. near
Murray
200/mo.
. ations,
oleman
II applimbridge
duplex,
o'BR apt.
:y, 753.1-3694
duplex.
eggy Ann
259
C 75
o pets.
.sit. Rent:
Security
•r. 1604

nice,
nces furs locan RE
.. up, no
monthly.
0
all appliteal H/A.
753-9898
*CI conAll *4)0.
:partment
located in
Carport,
:ppliances
:1 and con575 per

BR, 1 1/2
iances.
.• 5685
300A
Dr.
.9-9920 or
rtments
g applica& 2br units.
on income.
impairment
.
Phone:
Mon &
•

No
• Equal
... unity.
ID

large 1BR
appliances
/d. Close to
Low utilities.
s deposit_
*21
R duplex
• pets. 2277457
!2 bedth, wash.:emus
free r,a
ii month

appliances, boys' & gifts clothes, home
decorations, luggage, bedding & much
more. Additional items added on Friday!

ri
Yard kr

RrA

NOW LEASING
I. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1112
:wide
.ve-in

2028 Brinn Rd., corner of
N. 16th & Utterback Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.•8AM-3PM
Something for everyone! Glassware,

94 East
Huge lot
Proven Income
Property
$76,900
753-5856
293-7127

VERY nice 3BR 2.5BA
near university. All
appliances furnished.
$750
month
plus
deposit. 752-0313
340
For Rent
2, 3 & 4BR houses.
Lease
&
deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR 1 bath $395/mo +
deposit. 978-0742
2BR
1BA,
newly
remodeled,
415 S. 10th. 425
month. 270-293-4602

2,000 square feet
office
space
and
adjoining 2,000 square
feet living space downtown 978-0696
MURRAY
Courtsquare. Prime
retail location for rent
or lease. Over 1800 sq
ft. Available Nov 2007.
(865)705-5812
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480

GARAGE
SALE
Oaks Estates,
94W 3m1., on
Oaks CC Rd.
Fri.•7AM-5PM
Sat.•7AM-12PM
tools, toys, lawn
mower, golf equip.,
balls. Men, women
& children clothes,
shoes, household
items.

MOVING
SALE
2786 Kirksey Rd.
Fri., Nov. 2 &
Sat., Nov. 3
a little of
everything

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area. Over
8.800 S.F. Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business. Has parking
lot, central h/a, and
security
system.
$1,800/mo.
270-293-9349

3BR 1.5BA, immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets. References and
deposit required. 1116
Fairlane Dr. $750 per
month. 270-293-4602
3BR 1BA w/ appliances. No pets. Lease
& deposit required.
Rent: $500, Security
Deposit: $500. 1310
Sycamore St.
270-519-2699
3BR 2BA,
$450
month. No pets. 701
Broad St.
270-293-4602

ESTATE SALE
1925 Locust
Grove Rd.
Thurs 7-5
Fri 7-4
TV., 60ft. ladder,
wet vac, guitar,
tools, cookware,
bikes, winter
clothes, misc.

Supper
7 mo. Pug. ACA
Registered. Paid $300,
will take $250. Needs
to find good home
ASAP. 270-350-3966

%‘ I 111

DOG Obedience
436-2858.
39
Umbel(& Supper
1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer. New tires,
great condition. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

'toms Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

HORSE
Boarding
Available. 10 miles
Murray.
east
of
$125/mo. stall or pasture. 270-759-4994 or
270-293-7315

FOR Rent:
Boat & RV storage
12x36 units
11x12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
(270)978-0559

Real Eska

FOR Rent:
Boat & RV storage
12,36 units
11x12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
(270)978-0559

Murray Ledger la Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All teal estate advertised herein
is sublect to the Federal Fan
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnnunabon based on race, coloe religion sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or dismrtunanon

G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

soh k ',Amu

270-7h I -III(

1

1113
Lake Properly

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built! KY Lake.
$69,900. Only one!
Call owner
615-515-5550
PRIME lakefront, lake
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices
kylakesale.com or
call 800-704-3154
440
Lots Far Sala

LAKE Bargain! 1+
acre lake access with
free boat slips.
$29,900. Great terms.
Call 800-704-3154

The Place to

5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway.
Possibe
owner financing. 4892116. leave message.

Start... Murray
1133
Heenee Fat Sall
[
Ledger & Times

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

1703 Farmer Ave.
3BR, 1/1-2BA. 1.700sq.ft. C/H/A, fireplace
w/gas logs, large storage in back, a steal
$85.000. 753-8349
3 Bedroom brick, 80
acres, will divide, at rt
464Borne
rd
(270)345-2773
38R 1.58A brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition. $114,900.
1116 Fairlane.
270-293-4602
EXECUTIVE home in
Murray, unique design
with all amenities, 1
acre wooded lot.
replacement cost
$500,000 +, sale price
$316,000 by owner.
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease: 38R
28A lakefront property
w/ dock. 2-1/2 car

garage w/ W270-759-9048,
270-978-*53
Pro-410204114r

1A on

2 bath

corner lot in Crossfield Sub.

NEW
construction.
FSBO,
116
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates. 4BR
2.5BA, breakfast room,
family room. Floor:
hardwood, tile, carpet.
Nice, priced to sell.
753-3966, 293-9747,
752-0624.

2006 Harley Davidson
Dyna Wide Glide. 1
owner, 3,000 miles,
perfect
condition,
many extras, $13,900:
435-4707, 293-1722.
1:11P.ulo Ports
[

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

95
GMC
Yukon,
47,000 miles $6,000
767-9632 or 227-4320

i

lligred Cars

2004 Pontiac Grand
Prix.
Absolutely
loaded. Black with tan
leather interior. Heads
up display. 67,000
miles.
1
owner.
$13,995.
270-293-4602
1977 Rolls Royce
Silver Wraith II Good
condition. Will take
best offer within next 2
weeks. 731-247-5643
500
tiesd Trucks

94 Chevy 1500, 350
V8, 200,000 miles.
761-4846

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manituring,
landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric

You have much more power and
strength than you realize. Use it
well, and you will make great
changes in your life. Your ability
to communicate emerges, making a big difference in your relationships. What starts out as a
mix-up can easily be resolved if
you relax and remain open. If
you are single, you will niece
people easily. Picking the right
person will take talent. If you are
attached, the more you share and
do what you like together, the
closer the bond becomes. LEO
understands how to push you.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

Campbell Realty
Presents
Open House Day
Saturday Nov. 3rd
10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
1607 Kirkwood - $129,500
2104 Villa Square - $234,900
1106 South 16th Str. -$103,900
653 Wiswell - $134,900
2117 Brookhaven - $169,900
2117 Edinborough - $239,900
1532 Beckett - $229,900
900 Stratford - $154,900
1904 Gatesborough - $159,900
1542 Mockingbird - $176,000
King Dr. New Const. - $259,900

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Settle in and become

Stop by Campbell Realty for a map!
112 North 12th Street • 759-8780

NEW HOME
READY TO MOVE IN!
1,730 sq. ft. living space plus garage
3 BR, 2 bath, master suite, fireplace, vaulted ceilings, dining room
w/wood floors, dishwasher & range
included, deck, concrete drive.
Well built by a very
experienced builder.
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees

$136,900.00

Call Sam @ 270-254-6121

ktil'1111.1
Nlitchcll Bros.
l'a
759-0501
753-1537
'11'14 AV IS

anchored, knowing what is
important. You might need to
clear the air. Understand what is
going on with a key partner by
listening more. Confusion surrounds daily talk. Cars and
mechanical matters are important. Tonight: Happy at home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** How you say what you
are thinking could make a big difference in the outcome. Keep
flourishing.
communication
Understand what is making you
tick, as well as a key co-worker
or associate. Tonight: Hang out.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Be aware of how much
you offer. Let others come to
you. It is time to get a problem
resolved. You have allowed a situation to go to an extreme.
Clearing the air now wilt feel
good. Let it happen. Tonight:
Gather your bills.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You are full of energy
and sparkle. You might wonder
what needs to happen in order to
make someone feel more at
ease. How you feel about a situation could change dramatically
once the talks begin. Tonight:
Fun and games.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Know when to back off and

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
gunk 8 tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, delivery. 436-2867

assume a lower profile What
you are doing might not be working well for you. If you want to
think through a problem, there is
no better time than now Be willing to reveal your thoughts,
especially after someone does
true confessions. Tonight. Some
time for you.

UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want

and
need to rethink a situation involving work. How you feel could
change greaffy it you open up to
conversation and share more
Know your limits and honor
them. You might be pleasantty
surprised. Tonight: Out there.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take charge; it is time to
clear the air and come to terms
with a situation. A discussion
might shed light on what you
thought was a mess. Isn't it nice
to get everything cleared up?
Tonight: Out there.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You should look at
what isn't being said as much as
what is being said. If you do, you
will be closer to ending a problem than you can imagine.
Communication appears off, but
actually now you have an opportunity to open up. Tonight: Look
at the big picture.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Work with a partner
directly. You might be surprised
by what comes up. Listen to
news with an eye toward gaining
a greater understanding. You
might want to revise your thinking about a partner's view. He or
she might know much more than
you think. Tonight: Dinner for
two.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others want to dominate in an unprecedented manner. You might want to let them
do this so that you can better
understand where they are coming from. Conversation breeds a
better sense of direction.
Tonight: Could be a late night.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Focus on accomplishment. You could be slightly overwhelmed by your options. A
problem with a loved one or a
child will open up with a little
patience. Say "thank goodness.'
Tonight: Take it easy.

BORN TODAY
Magazine editor Larry Flynt
(1942), writer Stephen Crane
(1871), singer Anthony Kiedis
(1962)
*"
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacqueIlnebigarcom.

•Service After Sale

Services Dewed
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** What has been a "mess"
in some context of the word
becomes easy and perhaps
even clear -- finally. Others finally start talking about what has
been bothering them. You are
relieved as the air clears. Don't
think that this is an overnight
process. Tonight: Act like there is
no tomorrow.

JOE'S JOBS

.Full Parts Dept
•Locally Owned &
Operated
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NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270)752-0414
Ask forDarren
Nightengale

1.11WC_

MURRAY APPLIANCE
2 I 2 1.. Mairi Strect - 75'-1586

NEED HELP?
1()•%, 1

It ‘X

270-753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

Westside Baptist Church

Quicker. Better.

FALL FESTIVAL

Cheaper.

Will West

Wednesday,OCTOBER 31st • 5-8 p.m.
207 Robertson Rd. South • 753-8240
Family Fun For Kids Birth-6th Grade

Since 1986
24 uoun SIRVICE
Res,('vim., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

for

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

Remodeled, very nice.

North of Town On Wells Purdom

1.5+ acres, well, sop
ic, 94 East, left on 464
2 miles on right. Justin
Tripp 293-9569

State laws forbid discrimination
Etna For
in the sale, rental or advertising [
of real estate based on factors or
addition to those protected
47.5 acres, 35 acres
under federal law
prime row crop land.
We will knowingly accept any
Located 94E. Call 270advertising for real estate which
753-1323 ext. 120
e not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal oppoetunity basis
10 acres Flint Rd. Hwy
For further assistance with Fair
641 N. No restrictions
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
city water, natural gas
Rene Milain (7031648-WO
Price reduced. Cal
270-293-7270

SUM 19.11.
0.011,111041,

3 bedroom 2

it .111S11110111. I

3BR, IBA, Bnck, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826

(270)978-1880
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1609 Catalina, Murray
Saturday, October 27, 2PM-4PM
Nice' Bnck 48R,2BA,2+ Car Garage
Lege Kitchen, includes appliances. Register for
attendance prize. Mark Fredrick RE/MAX R.E.A.

rilliesiertie

MUST Sell! Priced
under appraisal; 3
bdr/2 bath, 2,800+
sq.ft.; 3 stall garage.
270-227-6850

lacesilles

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Thursday, Nov. 1, 2007:

CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting, Cleaning.
270- 227-6606
731-498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
.Flooring .Decks
•Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
DP1.1 HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for,
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

FREE

293-8688

Free Food, Games, Crafts, Activities,
and Lots of Candy!

WE SERVICE
All Motor Applionc
and Most Motor Brard
WARD-ELKINS
On

Ifchildren come in costumes, please be
sure they are positive costumes.

the Square Murray

(270)1531/13
AI

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Davtd Gaibmore. Owner
Wit Do Insurance Work
Vise & masterCani Accepted

ilittotqW
4

731-247-5422

A-i Stump Removal.
Fully insured,
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up Junk.
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc (270)527-7176

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
Candy is a Beagle mix, female,
young adult.

II \l c,"
711 •\(.1 \II \ I
• weekly & special ,
•locally owned/v=1W

759-1151 •2934723
293-2784

6 year old male Tabby
cat tree to a good
Declawed,
home.
spayed, inside cat only.
293-7030, 489-2615
from 8AM-10PM

tizzy is a golden Retriever
mix, female, adult

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 I'M
For more information c onta, I
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter 't
at (270) 759-4141
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LookingBack
Church with Btu Warren A Robbins as pastor.
Murray High School Tigers
losi 2s-6 to Tilghnum Tornado in
4 football game at Paducah
40 years ago
Dale Nanny, son ot Mr. and
Mrs Charles Nanny and a JUMOr
at Murray High School, won the
Regional Cross Country Track
Meet held at 1 ilglonan High
School, Paducah
Shirk) Winters and Donnie
Foust, teachers of Kindergarten
of Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club, attended the
annual convention of Kentucky
Association of Children Under Six
held at Brown Hotel. Louisville,
Oct 27-28.
50 years ago
Army Sgt. 1st Class Arlin L.
Crisco Is serving with the 1st
Cavalry Division in Korea
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to MU
and Mrs Rev Robinson. a boy
to Mr and Mrs Alfred Witt, a
girl to Mt and Mrs Garvin Boutland and a girl to Nif alit, MIS.
Jackie Byerly.
The Town & Country Homemakers Club Was organtzed Oct.
24 at the home id MIN. Tip Miller
who was elected president Other
officers are Mrs Sam Spicehuid,
nice president. and Mrs. Allen
Russell. secretar±, treasurer
60 years ago
Me Kentucky Baptist Student
Union will hold its annual meeting at I-irst Baptist Church, Murray. starting Nos 1 I Chester
Durham, I
er student secretary
at Murray Site College, is now
the state student secretary
Mrs. George Han and daughter. Lochie Faye. left Oct RI for
Long Beach. Calif . ii, attend the
Girl Scout Association national
convention on Nov. 1-7

ESAN El Y

Ici 1926, magiv tan Ilan% Hou
dim died in Iktroit 01 gangrene
and peritonitis resulting Boni a
ruptured appemhx.
In 1941. the Navy destroyer
USS Reuben James was torpedoed by a German 11-boat off Iceland w 1th the hiss of some 100
hies. even though the United States
had not yet entered World War
In 1956, Navy Rear Admiral
George 1. Dufek hevame the first
air traveler to set 10,4 41 the South

DEAR ABBY: Every year I
receive baked goods from a friend
who lives across the country.
They are petrified by the time
they arrive. About the same time,
I get food baskets containing
highly processed food and waxy
chocolate candies Oxon attack
inducers, I
call them) by
mail-order
from severe/
family members. I have
never eaten
this kind of
food. I throw
it all nght in
the trash.
It bothers
me to be
wasteful, but
By Abigail
I don't want
Van Buren
the stuff, and
it's not suitable to give to a shelter. I have
asked repeatedly that any gifts
I., MC be donations to charities
of their choice. It doesn't matter what I say, I keep getting
stuff I don't want.
Any _ideas how I can get my
message across without being
perceived as rude or ungrateful? -- PIQUED IN PALM
DESERT
DEAR PIQUED: You have
already gotten your message
across. Your friend and family
members have chosen to ignore
it. Your name is probably part
of a long list that is routinely
submitted to these mail-order
companies every year -- and
removing it may take more effort
than these people are willing to
exert.
Even though you have never
eaten 'this kind of food," plenty of others do. Rather than let-

Dear Abby

In 1967. Nguyen Van Thieu took
the oath of office as the first president of South Vietnam's second
republic
In 1968. President Johnson
ordered a halt to all U.S bombing of North Vietnam. saying he
hoped tOr fruitful peace negotiations
In 19134. Indian Mille Minister Indira Gandhi was assa.ssinated tis two Sikh security guards.
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Murray Ledger & Times

Bad gifts from relatives
End-of-life issues need a
are waste of good money forum now more than ever

Todaylellistory
By 'The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Oct 31,
the 304th day of 2007 There are
61 days left in the year. This is
Halloween.
Today's Highlight in History
On Oct. 31. 1517. Maxon Luther
on the do„n
posted the 9S
of the Wittenberg Palace church,
marking the start of the Mille,
Wilit0.11I1411,MMGcM411
On this date
In 1864. Ne1ada became the
.46th state.
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Wednesday, October 31, 2007

II years ago
Published is J pit NV: of David
Yoke casting his line and looking fix some luck while fishing
at the Watershed lAe on Coles
Camp Ground Road Ilie photo
was by Staff Photustaphet lief mud
Kane
State winners lor Murray
Woman's Club an the contests of
the
Kentucky
Federation of
Women's Club were Danette Jones,
poetry. Sylvia Puuken, watercolor. both tirst. Slarlane Newell,
counted cross stock and Marjorie
Armbruster. knitting, both third.
Mr and Mrs Albert Count
will be married 'SO years Nov I.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of members and their teacher. Sara lionsung, of the Murray Preschool at
First Piesby(man Church. on a
field trip to the pumpkin patch
of Reck's Ptoduce at Kirksey as
a part of the Halloween celebration
Births reported include a girl
to Carlee and Roben Wilburn and
a boy Marianne and 'Irony Lynch.
Oct 24: a girl Iii Tina and Many
Carraway and a boy to Kimberly and Charles Gafford, Oct 26
Sid Curd and Velda Richards
were named as "King and Queen"
of the flaiel Senior Cititeits for
the nest I
30 years ago
HI'mild (lnistiopher. common
wealth doom} lot 42nd Judi.ial
District 01 Calloway and Marshall
Counties, has been appointed to
the Murray Stale University Hoard
of Regents by (his JUliall
roll to take the plane of the late
Frank Albert StubNelield
A 17-year old brink snfiIll
house at Aurora is now the home
lor a new Christian church congregation SOUR: 24 persons signed
the charter on Oct. 24. The church
is in be called Aurora Cluistian
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ung it go to waste, offer it to
friends, neighbors and co-workers Don't just throw it away.

DEAR DR. GOTT: As one
It isn't right for everybody,
of the few doctors who is willbut for those for whom it is
ing to accept that it's OK to right, why can't the law be
talk about end-of-life issues, I changed so that I can give (in
would encourage you to conmy case, my daughter; for othsider the following.
ers, a trusted person)the authorWhen will we as a coun- ity to end my life. Many years
try give peo- ago, I had a boss who said,
ple
the "There is a thing called qualoption
of ity of life." I've talked with
assisted suimy daughter about it, and she
cide without understands how I feel. When
being
at I reach the point that I have
death's no quality of life, I would like
door? I AM for her to be able to request
now
64 my life be ended rather than
years
old
have to spend her money at
and in good
an overpriced nursing home. I
health and think the God that I believe
have a good in will understand. How can
By
we get the dialogue started?
Or. Peter Gott life. However, I did
DEAR READER: Because
watch my mother-in-law exist
you express your position in
in a nursing home in a situ- such an articulate manner, I
ation she never would have am publishing your letter in
wanted. I watched the toll it
its entirety. People — espetook on her daughter, who loved cially family caregivers — must
her very much and went daily address end-of-life issues when
to check on her. In visiting
their patients are still able to
her in that nursing home, I
appreciate quality of life, as
saw countless people just sit- opposed to merely quantity of
ting tied to wheelchairs with
life.
•
no hope of' ever getting betSince I addressed this issue
ter. While there are very nice
— and then signed off on it
retirement homes being cona year or two ago — I have
structed, many will be too received dozens of letters from
expensive for many senior citboth sides of the aisle. So,
izens, whose social security
here I am again, folks, ready
may well decrease because of to address these problems,
the need to cover an increaswhich most of us will have
ing number of people. Will to face sooner or later. This
future generations be willing
is your chance to vent, whatto spend their money on care
ever your beliefs.
for senior citizens, or will those
This is a topic that we need
who can't care for themselves to address because it has relijust be "warehoused" as cheapgious, legal, political and medly as possible?
ical components.

DEAR ABBY: I would like
your advice on how to develop
a 'thick skin.' I volunteer at a
retail store for a local nonprofit organization. A nasty customer
recently came in and yelled at
me and insulted me in front of
other customers. I was so upset
I left the store in tears. The
incident happened several days
ago. and I am still upset.
I know this person does not
know me, and with luck I'll
never see him again, yet I can't
seem to let it go. This isn't the
firs( time l have felt this way,
as I tend to take things very
personally.
lam always impressed by people who can shrug off rude or
confrontational remarks. Is it possible to learn to be less sensitive? - TOO WIMPY IN TEXAS
DEAR "TOO WIMPY":
Yes, it is. The first step is to
stop calling yourself names. The
second is to accept that sometimes unpleasant incidents occur
because (I) the other person is
having a bad day, or (2) the
other person has no class and
feels entitled to dump on anyone he or she feels is in a subservient position.
This has nothing to do with
you, your efficiency, or your
value as a human being. It is
only about "them' and their
inadequacy. Once you understand that, you'll be less vulnerable.
DEAR ABBY: I lost my wife
a little over two years ago and
have met a beautiful lady who
lost her husband around the
same time. We've been dating
a lot lately, and we don't see
anyone else. We love each other.
How should I introduce her
to people? Should I say, "This
is my girlfriend"? or should I
say, 'This is my ladyfnend*? I
am in my 60s. - 10E IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR JOE: I have a third
alternative. Say. "This is my
special friend.' People will quickly catch on to the fact that you
are sweet on each other. People who are in love usually radiate that fact.
•••

DEAR READERS: I have
joined some of Hollywood's
biggest names in the fight against
breast cancer by signing and
decorating one of Munchkin's
limited-edition pink ducks to be
auctioned on eBay.
'Don't Duck a Breast Exam'
is the theme of this year's Project Pink Breast Cancer Awareness Campaign. One hundred percent of the net proceeds will
be donated to Susan G. Komen
for the Cure for each pink duck
sold through Nov. 30.
If you want to see and bid
on 'D'Abby Duck,' my personally decorated rubber duckie, visit
www.munchkin.com/projectpink
through Nov. 5 and take a
'quack' at it! Together we can
make a difference. -- LOVE,
ABBY
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ContractBridge
last dealer.
Both smiles vulnerable
NORTH
•.1 97
WA K Q 7 4
•4 3 2
+54
WEST
+1083EAST
•AKQ542
VJ 962
1053
•9 7 5
•A 108
•
40 972
SOUTH
•6
8
•KQ.J6
4A K Q 10 8 6 3
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
Pass
1•
I
2 11,
Pass
4•
Pass
4 ‘11
Pass
5+
opening lead - king of spades.
Good defensive play is based on
old-fashioned detective won: combined with sound reasoning. A competent defender tries to gather whatever clues he can from the bidding
and early plays, and then puts that
knowledge to work,
Take this exec where West led a
spade against five clubs and shifted
to a loss bean at trick mo! Declarer
won with dummy's ace and cashed
the king, discarding a diamond. Ile
then led a club and, not being
equipped with X-ray eyes, went up
with the ace, on which West showed
out. South later lost a (iiiIMOIld and a
club to Fast and went down one.
There would have been a differ-

ent story to tell if West had continued
with a spade at trick two. This seemingly automatic play would have
given South the contract.
Declarer would have trumped
and played the ace of clubs. The club
situation would then have become an
open hook. A heart io the ace and a
diamond discard on the king would
be followed by a club from dummy,
South taking the marked finesse
against the jack to make the contract.
It might seem odd that West
shifted to a heart, which would
appear to be a dangerous play. But
yet, as we have seen, the heart shift
defeated the contract.
Such plays are not made by accident. 'they are based on inferential
knowledge. Let's see how West reasoned in this case.
On the king of spades, Fast
played the three and South the six.
West knows that Last cannot have a
doubleton or he would have started a
high-low, lie likewise knows Fast
does not have a singleton because
that would give declarer three spade
losers, which would be inconsistent
with South's bidding. So South has a
singleton spade.
West therefore asks himself how
his side can possibly score two more
tricks. The only hope lies in clubs
and diamonds. West cannot know
precisely what his partner's club
holding might he, hut it is surely in
his side's best interests to sever
South's communication with dummy
by leading a heart before the club situation becomes exposed.
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Gond to a halt
Marathon unit
Testiness
Burger mate
Knighted
Guinness
14 E-mail provider
15 Culture medium
16 They know the
ropes (2 wds I
18 Roof supports
20 Yak
21 -Thrilla in
Manila' boxer
22 Swerved
26 Trooper
to a CBer
29 Harmful
30 Keep cool
31 Did a tapestry
32 Reunion crowd
33 Distant past
34 Lemon cooler
35 Keep off the an
36 Misbehave 12
wds i
37 Teride ly

39 Physicist
Georg 40 The gentleman
41 Running over
45 Naive (hyph )
49 Smidgen
50 1. to Fritz
51 Volcano
goddess
52 ohpaws
stets
53 Low
54 Headliner
55 Grandstand
yells
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

Stitch mark
Cicero's garb
Viking name
Share
New Zealander
Reformers tar
gets
7 Conducted
8 Bounced back
9 Fleming or
Woosnam

Answer to

Previous Puzzle
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10 Curtain hanger
11 Windy City
trains
17 Chop
19 Famous catheoral town
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22 Cargo hauler
23 Type of squad
24 Brownish tint
25 Heart-felt
26 Pirate's booty
27 Manner
28 Hot spot
29 Large receptacle
32 Actress
- KerxIall
33 More tasty
35 Censors
36 T'ai - Cl, uan
38 Quaker
pronoun
39 Peace and
quiet
41 First name
in horror
42 Town meetings
4.3 Jazz's home
44 Laird's
daughter
45 Cloudy
48 'Foucauft s
Pendulum"
author
47 Ouesson
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RACER SOCCER

Season to Remember
TEAM TURNS IN BEST YEAR EVER,PREPS FOR TOURNEY
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By MSU Spoils Information
The Murray State Racers are preparing this week to make a run at the 2.007
Oio Valley Conference Soccer
Tiprnament championship. After finng up the regular season Sunday
with a 2-1 overtime win at UT-Martin,
the Racers are resting nagging injuries
and fine tuning their game. MSU will
host Eastern Illinois Tuesday,.Nov. 6 at
p.m. at Cutchin Field lb the first
round of the tournament. If the Racers
win, they'll advance to the semifinals in
Cape Girardeau, Mo. Nov. 9 to take on
the in seed Samford.
The 2007 season for the Racers has
been their best since the program was
launched in 2000. The Racers' 11 total
wins is two better than the 2000 team
had and for the first time MSU has
played a season without a tie score as

they me 11-7 overall and 6-3 in the
OVC. Murray State's six conference
victories is also a program best, surpassing the five wins the 2005 team recorded. The Racers enter the tournament
having won eight of their last 11 games.
Individually, 2007 is also a season in
which several Racer players are putting
their names in the MSU record book.
Rebekah Clay's team-leading six
goals means she has 22 in her career
and is three from catching second place
Jackie Thomas (2000-03), Theresa
Reedy (2001-04) is still the all-time
goal scorer at MSU with 34. Clay has
56 career points and is one away from
Thomas' second place mark of 57.
Sara Struve has two assists this season and is tied for second all-time with
Emily Schaller (2000-03)each with 14.
Lauren McAdams (2000-03) is the all-

Time: 1 30 p m
Where: Cutchin Field
Series History: EIU Wads 5-1-3
This Season: Murray State got its Met ever victory over the Panthers, winning 1-0 in Murray on
Oct 21
Stromks: MSU — won 2
EIU — won 1

time leader with IS.
Freshman goalkeeper Tara Isbell has
the second best single season with 1,381
minutes in goal and will surpass Annie
Fortier's 2004 mark of 1,422 minutes in
the first half of the Racer's play off
game. Isbell has also recorded four
shutouts this season and all have come
at Cutchin Field: against Lipscomb,
Morehead State, Eastern Kentucky, and
Eastern Illinois.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger a Times
Murray State forward Jen Nowak tries to fight off a Missoun State
defender in a game earlier this season. Defender Sara Struve looks
on. The Racers will host Eastern Illinois in first-roun tourney action.
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TTLE ILI KEN
FACE OFF 50
AFTER TITLE
SEATTLE (AP) —
!eau never shies aw
up a conversati
So a few years ago
Vegas, the
versity coach walked up
-Kentucky coach Tlibb
th and started chatting, first
both corning from large
lies, then about their
tive schools.
During that conversation,
lerb planted the idea of
the U and Kentucky play,a suggestion that will come
on Saturday when the
wks face the Wildcats at
tucky's legendary Rupp
na
It's an exhibition game that
1 honor the 1957-58 teams
both schools, who played
the NCAA champion •
e that season in tie
isville, Ky.
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STEPHAN SAVOIA / AP

Red Sox closer Jonathan Papelbon uses his broom to sweep the
back of a member of the rock
band "Dropkick Murphy's" as he
rides in the team's World Series
victory parade along Tremont Street
in Boston Tuesday afternoon.

SOX CELEBRATE
SECOND SERIES WIN
IN THREE YEARS
BOSTON (AP) — When the Red
Sox needed a closer — even for their
World Series championship parade —
Jonathan Papelbon was their man.
Papelbon donned a kilt and danced
his trademark Irish jig to the roars of
tens of thousands of fans Tuesday as the
city celebrated Boston's second World
Series title in four years with a threemile-long rolling rally from Fenway
Park to City Hall Plaza.
• "The fans connect to Papelbon
because he cuts loose, he's passionate,"
said Red Sox fan Ryan McCarthy, who
was carrying "Mobile Papelbon," a
giant cardboard likeness with its legs on
hinges to mimic his dance moves.
Players and their families boarded 20
arimhibious, World War II-era duck
boats outside the stadium for a journey
through the city. Manny Ramirez
grabbed a microphone and yelled to
fans along the route. "You guys are No.
I,' -There's a party at my house
Insight." "We did it for you guys."
. *We're gonna do it again next year."
You guys are the best fans in the whole
odd."
Fans showed their love back for the
m. chanting "MVP" to Mike Lowell
d waving signs with wedding propos' to rookie Jacoby Ellsbury.
The two-hour parade paused three
es for Papelbon to dance on a flatbed
k. accompanied by the Dropkick
rphys. a Boston-based punk rock
d with heavy Irish folk music influBefore the parade, the band presentapelbon with his own kilt plus one
ace Josh Beckett and general managEpstein, who had promised to
with him. They also made a kilt
slugger David Ortiz, whom they
to coax into the jig.
t the first two stops at Copley Plaza
Boston Common. Papelbon danced

BUTCH DILL / AP

Kentucky coach Billy Gillispie speaks to media during the Southeastern Conference Basketball Media Days
at the Birmingham Marriott in Birmingham, Ala. on Thursday, Oct. 25, 2007.

GILLISPIE PREPARING TO PUT HIS WILDCATS ON DISPLAY
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — If Billy
Tonight
Gillispie had his way, Halloween would
Mkeville College at Kentucky
be left to the trick-or-treaters. It's far too
Time: 7 p m
early for a basketball exhibition, he says.
Where: Rupp Arena
TV: WDKA (22)
Ready or not, Kentucky faces
Radio: WCBL AM 1290/ FM 991
Pikeville College Wednesday night at
Series History: First meeting
Rupp Arena in the competitive debut for
the new Wildcats coach.
int: for every ball."
Gillispie and the team have been
After Tuesday's practice, some of the
cramming for the tuneup (he won't even players said Gillispie has been running
settle on a lineup until after Wednesday's them nonstop. He has promised to play
pregame practice), but he figures a little an up-tempo style if possible, and senior
rust is positive at this time of year.
guard Ramel Bradley expects the speed
"I wouldn't want a team that was too to be noticeably different from last year
far along right now to be quite honest — as early as Wednesday night.
with you," Gillispie said. "You'd proba"It's been pretty fast," Bradley said.
bly peak too early."
"We're going as fast as we can go. Every
At his news conference Tuesday, cut we're making is hard."
which he said started late in part because
Even though the starters haven't been
of "some missed layups" in practice, named, Bradley figures he'll likely be
Gillispie gave few hints about how this among them and get the most looks at
team would look different from last point guard. Sophomore point guard
year's Wildcats under Tubby Smith. He Derrick Jasper will miss the game and
did promise the Rupp crowd would see perhaps others because he isn't recovmaximum effort.
ered from offseason microfracture sur"They'll see excitement in the play- gery on his left knee.
ers," Gillispie said. "They'll see camaSwingman Ramon Harris says the
raderie. You'll see guys that are compet- players are still getting used to

Gillispie's style, but they certainly know
his work ethic.
"We still have a lot to learn from
him," Harris said. "It's going to take
some time, but we're going to be prepared."
Gillispie says his players are eager to
play, in part because it breaks up the
monotony of practice.
Coaches would prefer more practice
time, he says, but he acknowledges looking forward to the bright lights of Rupp,
even in the preseason. Gillispie last
played there in March, leading his Texas
A&M team in the first and second
rounds of the NCAA tournament.
In one of those games, A&M was
playing Louisville, so the crowd was
against him. This time, he's looking forward to having a home-court advantage
he considers to be one of the best in the
game.
"As a coach, what you look for are
moments like these, when you get to be
in the arena, be a part of a fantastic
crowd on a nightly basis." he said. "You
get a chance to see young people and
how they respond in certain situations."

Now, the suggestion is reahand also serves as a gateway
Seattle U.
Earlier this year, the Division
Redhawks applied to become
vision I members for the first
*nee 1980, in the hopes of
pturing much of the
oaf's history. Seattle U will
y a Division II schedule and
be eligible for Division II championships this year, before playing a mixed schedule next year
and *mostly Division I slate in
2009-10,
"It gives us a chance to
the history and tradition
do it back in Lexington,"
said. "It just is amazing
that it coincides with out
rgence back to Division I."
Then called the Chieftains,
1957-58 Seattle U squad
Hall of Fame forward
in Baylor, first among a
'tig of players who went on lo
NBA. Beginning with
ylor, 10 stars from the small
lilt school near downtown
ttle went on to have NBA
Baylor played just two seaat SU, but averaged 31.1
tlt3 and still holds II school
ords. Baylor was at the
ege of Idaho, and transto SU, hoping for an
• rtunity to play in the
AA tournament.
"My last year there I was rising to the radio and got the
AA final ort the radio ... sayit would be great to play at
level, play at a major cole." Baylor said.
SU had made the NCAA
nutmeat in four of the five
before Baylor arrived, and
yed in the NIT the other seaSU struggled early in Mk
58 season before winning 15
Its final 17 regular season
and carrying that
turn into the tournament
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UK safety to miss
remainder of season

From Page 1C
SU routed Wyoming to start.
past San
squeaked
then
Francisco. held oft California in
overtime and beat Kansas State
73-51 in the national semifinals.
In the championship game,
SU led 39-36 at halftime, but
couldn't hold off Adolph Rupp's
Wildcats in the second half.
Vern Hatton scored 30 points
and Johnny Cox added 24 for
Kentucky. while SU was led by
the 25 points of Baylor, who
made just 9 of 32 shots.
of
crop
current
The
Redhawks has an appreciation
and understanding for the history of the school.
'To play in Rupp Arena with
the tradition they have there and
to honor the old Seattle

University when they challenged a powerhouse like
Kentucky. it's a honor to be in
the same sentence with that
group." said SU forward Ryan
Coldren.
other
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - lar season, the team's
SU also has a little talent. The
Marcus injured players, including wide
safety
Redhawks were 23-9 last year, Kentucky
and
n will miss the rest of receiver Keenan Burton
and reached the second round of McClinto
a frac- running back Rafael Little, are
with
season
regular
the
In
nt.
tourname
the Division 11
using the bye week to heal.
recent seasons, the Redhawks tured scapula,
"Most everybody else is
Rich
coach
have beaten Division I Portland
making some progress on the
said
Brooks
and Pacific.
health front," Brooks said. "We
But Kentucky is a whole new Tuesday.
expect most of them to be ready
n, a
McClinto
level.
for Vanderbilt."
"It's amazing. It's a cherry- starter and ORO
Brooks remained frustrated
on-the-top kind of thing," said of the top playover his team's loss to
the alloCUreon
in
makers
did"1
Swanson.
Leigh
forward
Mississippi State.
secn't expect it. It's exciting to go Wildcats
"1 didn't convince them what
in a
injury
the
suffered
ondary,
play in front of 23,000."
kind of game it was going to
State
pi
Mississip
to
loss
31-14
SU's gym holds 1.(X)0.
said be," he said. "The one thing I
Brooks
Saturday.
about was
McClinton should be available didn't feel very good
and any emoeffort
of
lack
the
n
postseaso
team's
the
in
play
to
tion or any response to what
bowl game.
us.
From Page 1C
"He made a tackle and got his they were doing to
"Had we not had the combiMost of the players and man- shoulder knocked back and just
alone. wearing jeans. a red
bright fractured his scapula," Brooks nation of minus quite a few of
championship T-shirt and dark ager Terry Erancona wore
sweat said. "It's a very unusual injury. our players as well as a fallback
sunglasses and waving a large red hooded championship
g first The good news is it's not dis- in emotion, maybe we would
cigar in his hand. Along the shirts. Some, includin
survived it with more
route, played air guitar on a baseman Kevin Youkilis and placed or anything. It's a crack have
guys. But the bottom
said
healthy
that
T-shirts
wore
Timlin,
to
break."
a
not
reference
and
broom --a
screwed it up, and we
we
is,
of
line
Many
miss
AGAIN."
it
will
did
n
"We
McClinto
Colorado
While
the
Boston's sweep of
video the last three games of the regu- need to get back on track."
or
photos
took
players
the
Rockies.
the
But he saved his best dancing recordings of the fans along
Boston fans might even be getand wardrobe change, putting way.
Owner John Henry, wearing ting picky about their champithe kilt over his jeans -- for the
and 2007
largest crowd which packed City an argyle gray sweater, tapped onships, with 2tX/4
as coming when the Sox were on
Hall Plaza, the end of the his hand on his heart in thanks
parade. He was joined by reliev- he waved to fans from a lead the road.
Ortiz said a fan asked him
ers Ilideki Okajima and Mike boat, which also carried the new
when the team was going to win
who earlier had tied the World Series trophy.
Fans decked out in Red Sox a World Series at Fenway.
bullpen mascot, a stuffed parrot,
"1 told him,'Dude, it doesn't
TV, radio
onto one of the speakers on the gear lined the route, holding
it, as long
TODAY
Dropkick Murphys' flatbed. On signs and cheering for the team. matter where you win
said.
at
Ortiz
shot
a
it."
resist
as you win
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
another boat. six members of Some couldn't
6 p.m.
Larry
president
Yankees
Red Sox
Boston's bullpen recreated their the archrival New York
WDKA 122) — Pikeville College at
and former Red Sox star Johnny Lucchino said before the parade
Kentucky
postseason jam sessions.
New that he could not choose which
NBA BASKETBALL
Ortiz and Epstein never got Damon, who defected to
7 p.m.
champi2004
the
Series win he liked better.
after
York
as
kilts,
their
the chance to don
— Dallas at Cleveland
ESPN
ice
of
flavors
two
—They're
onship.
on
d
9:30 p.m.
their duck boats continue
Seattle at Denver
ESPN
"Johnny Damon is home cream — they both taste good,"
the route.
one he said. "You can't choose
The caravan of duck boats changing diapers." read
THURSDAY
among them. 1 think the next
NBA BASKETBALL
followed a similar route to the sign. "This is better."
7 p.m.
Along the way, fans yelled to one is going to taste good, too."
rolling celebration staged after
Detroit at Miami
tNT
Menino
Mayor Thomas
the Red Sox broke an 86-year team management "Re-sign
910 p.m.
acknowledged having the celePhoenix at Seattle
TNT
World Series drought in 2004 by Lowell"
PREP FOOTBALL
Ramirez agreed. telling a bration on a week day would
St. Louis
the
sweeping
7 p m.
about inconvenience some businesses
Cardinals. The Red Sox com- City Hall crowd. "Forget
FSN — Murphy Ala ) at Daphne i Ala
away,
children
Lowell
school
Mike
got
keep
we've
and
d,
RODEO
A-Ro
on
pleted a sweep of the Rockies
9 p.m.
hut said players were eager to
Sunday with a 4-3 win in in the house."
VERSUS -- PBR World Finals fourth
One Ian held a sign also get home to their families and
round at Las Vegas
Iknver.
z, the begin their vacation. This year's.
SOCCER
Mark Rinaldi, a student at referring to Alex Rodrigue
7:30 p.m.
this parade had one significant difHan-ard, said he attended the Yankees third baseman who
— MLS playoffs Eastern
SPN2
E
it
2004 parade:
Conference semifinal, second leg
21)04 parade and "1 never week opted out of his contract ference from the
Mr. did not proceed into the Charles
Chicago at DC United
thought I'd be able to do it again with New York: "A-Rod:
River. Menino said that decision
in my lifetime. To do it twice is April, Miss(k-tuber."
There were some indications was made by the team.
pretty incredible...

•Red Sox

\\:e can end the corruption and partisan
gridlock that have held Kentucky back.
• i -,.
.11.,,,

ril
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
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NATWNIAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Green Bay al Kansas Cry. 1 p.m.

Nalkwed Paolo/ Lamm—
AM These COT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Baal
L T Pct
W
8 0 0 1 000
New England
3 4 0 429
Buffalo
7 0 125
1
NY Jets
0 8 0 COO
Miarni
South
L T Pet
W
7 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
5 2 0 714
Jacksonville
5 2 0 714
Tennessee
3 5 0 375
Houston
Nonh
L T PM
W
5 2 0 714
Pittsburgh
4
3 0 571
Baltimore
4 3 0 571
Cleveland
2 5 0 295
Cincinnati
Will
L T PM
W
4 3 0 571
Kansas City
4 3 0 571
San Diego
3 4 0 429
Denver
2 5 0 286
Oakland
CE
CONFEREN
NATIONAL
East
L T Pet
W
6 1 0 857
Dallas
6 2 0 750
N Y Giants
4 3 0 571
Washington
3 4 0 429
Philadelphia
South
W IT Pet
4 3 0 571
Carolina
4 4 0 500
Tampa Bay
3 4 0 429
New Orleans
1 6 0 143
Atlanta
North
L T Pct
W
8 1 0 857
Green Bay
5 2 0 714
Dation
3 5 0 375
Chicago
2 5 0 286
Minnesota
Well
L T Pct
W
4 3 0 571
Seattle
3 4 0 429
Arizona
2 5 0 286
San Francisco
0 8 0 000
St Louts
Sunday's Games
NY Giants 13, Miami 10
Detroit 16. Chicago 7
Tennessee 13. Oakland 9
Cleveland 27, St Louis 29
Philadelphia 23. Minnesota 16
Pittsburgh 24. Cincinnati 13
Indianapolis 31. Carolina 7
Buffalo 13, N.Y. Jets 3
San Diego 35. Houston 10
Jacksonville 24, Tampa Bay 23
New Orleans 31. San Francisco 10
New England 52, Washington 7
Open Kansas City, Seattle, Anzona.
Dallas Atlanta. Baltimore
Monday's Game
Green Bay 19, Denver 13,01
Sunday, Nov. 4
Denver at Detroit, 1 pm
Carolina at Tennessee, 1 pm
San Diego at Minnesota. 1 p in
Washington at NY Jets, 1 p.m
San Francisco at Atlanta, 1 p vi
Cincinnati at Buffalo, 1 p.m
Jacksonville at New Orleans, 1 p m

ArttOna at Tarps Say. 1 p.m.
Seale' at Cleveland, 4:06 p.m
Howilon at Cardend, 4.15 Pm.
p.m.
New Englund at Indlanspols, 4 15
Claim at Philadelphia 5'15 pm
Open: lAlerni, N.Y Giants. Chicago. St.
Louis
Monday, Nov. 5
Ballenore at Patiburgh, 8'30 pm

MS Standings list
Oct. 25, 2007
Pct
PN
10000
2850
1 Ohio State
0.9351
2865
2 Boston Coll
0 9011
2588
3 LSU
0 8039
4 Arizona State 2291
0 8537
2433
5 Oregon
0.8800
2451
6 Oklahoma
0 7832
7 West Virginal 2232
7182
0
2047
8 Kansas
06747
1923
9. Missoun
0 5288
1507
10. Georgia
0.4512
11 Vaginas Tech 1286
0 4502
1283
12. Michigan
0.2909
829
13. Connecticut
0.5754
1640
14 Hawaii
0.5312
1514
15. Texas
0.2981
844
16 Auburn
0.3128
891
17 Alabama
02112
602
Florida
South
18
0.4804
19 Southern Cal 1312
0.3232
921
20 Florida
02007
572
21 Wisconsin
1382
0
394
22 Boise State
0.0712
203
23. Virginia
00954
24. Wake Forest 272
00693
189
25 Clemson

Explanation Kay
Team percentages are derived by
dividing a team's actual voting points by
maximum 2850 possible points in the
Karns Interactive Poll and 1500 possible points in the USA Today Coaches
Poll
Six computer rankings cak:ulated in
IMMO points order (25 for No. 1. 24
for No. 2, etc.) are used to determine
the overall computer component. The
highest and lowest ranking for each
team is dropped. and the Weaning
four are added and divided by 100(the
maximum possible points) to produce a
Computer Rankings Percentage The
six computer ranking providers are
Anderson & Hester. Richard Billingsley,
Colley Matnx, Kenneth Massey, Jeff
Sagann. and Peter Wolfe Each cornpolar ranking accounts for schedule
strength in ns formula
The BCS Average is calculated by
averaging the percent totals of the
Hams Interactrve, USA Today Coaches
and Computer polls.
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Stele Beshear and the Democratic Team - Honest Changefor Kentucky

c lieshear & Dr. Daniel Mongiardo

Together, we can:

for Governor and Ii. Governor
.lack( onwa,
for Attorney General

Strengthen our econom,.
Ensure a good education for our kids.

Bruce Hendrickson
for Secretary of State
Crit Luallen
for Auditor
fodd Hollenbach
for Treasurer

Put qualit. affordable health care
within reach to our seniors and families.
$fith hard work,faith and integrity,
we can clean up government
and get Kentucky moving again.

On November 6, Vote Democraticfor Honest Change!
Elkins,
paulfor In Callowal County Demo( rats( Executive ('ommittee, Larry

Treasurer

thei
donation will
r home fro
by chartered m
act. Any
deeply appre
Please help!
make donations by December 6th to any Re
or mail to: Bring a Soldier Home
Regions Bank

!ACP

Health

ency

New study raises
pm.
m.
4 15 p.m
•.

• p.m

vitamin D,cancer
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04604
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GREG TRAV1S/ledger & Times
Glendale Place resident Jessie Young, left, gets a flu shot from Alicia Allen of the Calloway
County Health Center during a recent flu clinic at the facility. Residents took turns going
through the line to receive a shot.

Free memory screenings planned Nov. 13
PADUCAH, Ky. —If you Alzheimer's Disease. We are
A subsequent medical exam
keep forgetting such things as delighted to partner with The may reveal that the person has a
what you ate for breakfast or -Alzheimer's Foundation to offer reversible condition such as a
where you parked your car, con- free memory screenings for the vitamin deficiency or thyroid
sider participating in National Paducah area."
problem, or an irreversible disMemory Screening Day on Nov.
The tests are noninvasive and order like Alzheimer's disease,
13.
completely confidential, and the most common form of
The Alzheimer's Foundation they do not represent a diagno- dementia.
of America (AFA) holds sis. AFA advises those individuWarning signs of dementia
National Memory Screening als who score poorly or who include forgetting people's
Day each year, and urges anyone have normal scores but are still names and events, asking repeticoncerned about memory prob- concerned to follow up with tive questions, loss of verbal or
lems or interested in memory their physician or another quali- written skills, confusion over
care to take a free screening that fied healthcare professional.
daily routines, and erratic mood
takes only about five to ten minswings.
utes to complete. A screening
consists of a series of simple
questions and tasks, and is
administered by a qualified
healthcare professional, such as
a physician, nurse, psychologist
or social worker.
Now in its fifth year,
National Memory Screening
Day coincides with National
Alzheimer's Disease Awareness
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Month, which takes place during
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
November. This year, approximately 2,000 sites nationwide
No Referrals Required
will provide free memory
Dr. Phillip mapper
screenings and information
Most Insurance Accepted
Alzheimer's
about
disease, successful aging and
local
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
resources.
On Nov. 13, Four Rivers
Patricia Klapper RN.Hearing Aid Specialist
Clinical Research, Inc. will hold
memory screenings at 225
Medical Center Drive, Suite
305, Paducah, from 8 a.m. to
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
4:30 p.m. For more information,
call (270) 441-4606.
300
South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
Clinical
Rivers
"Four
Research is conducting numerous trials for patients with
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

hysician's Hearing Center

fey
/I/

Murray/Hazel Lions Club's

Radio/Television Auction
November 5th,6th,7th & 8th
6:00 till 930 PM Each Night

Radio
WNBS

1340

Television
Channel 13 or 8 de:pending on your provider.

By LAURAN NEERGAARD
appeared 72 percent less likely els can vary widely with dicta:
AP Medical Writer
to die of colorectal cancer than changes and especially the sek
WASHINGTON (AP) — A people with the lowest vitamin sons.
large new study found no sign D levels.
Overall, most researe
that vitamin D lowers the overall
"While vitamin D may well "seems to be pointing in th,
risk of dying from cancer, inject- have multiple benefits beyond direction that there is a role o'
ing a note of caution to the latest bone, health professionals and vitamin D," Lichtenfeld saic
vitamin craze.
the public should not, in a rush Tuesday's study "puts a note
The exception: People with to judgment, assume that vita- caution in there that says with
more vitamin D in their blood min D is a magic bullet and con- the explosion of information 8P,
did have a significantly lower sume high amounts," Johanna advocacy on behalf of vitanm.
risk of death from colorectal Dwyer, a dietary supplement D, we need to be cautious...,
cancer, supporting earlier find- specialist -at the National really need some further studie ,
ings.
Institutes of Health, cautioned in that are well done to answer the
Getting enough of the so- an accompanying editorial.
,
' question."
called sunshine vitamin — the
Indeed, there are numerous
skin makes it from ultraviolet risk factors for colorectal cancer,
rays — is vital for strong bones. including obesity and low physBut vitamin D has made ical activity, and it's unclear if
headlines in recent years low vitamin D levels play an
because of research saying it independent role or are just a
may be a powerful cancer fight- marker for those other risks, she
er, sparking a push for people to said.
get more than currently recomScientists have- been interestmended amounts, either through ed in vitamin D's effects for
COalre-er
diet or sun exposure.
decades, since noticing that canThe first-of-a-kind govern- cer rates between similar groups
localpedwiree.
ment study released Tuesday of people were lower in sunny
shows the issue is far from set- southern latitudes than in northtled.
ern ones. A handful of studies
Comwairit, wee,
National Cancer Institute since then have found people
researchers analyzed vitamin D given vitamin D supplements
levels measured in almost have less risk of developing cerNtaat,les
17,000 people as part of a tain cancers, but much of the
national study that tracked their evidence is circumstantial.
health. About a decade after
Experts are cautious because
offe caws ae
enrolling, 536 of those people other vitamins and nutrient supplements once widely thought to
had died of cancer.
Whether people had low or prevent cancer didn't pan out
owe dot/ogees to
high vitamin D levels played no when put to rigorous testing.
role in their risk of dying from
The NCI's study is the first to
cancer in general, they reported compare blood levels of vitamin
pa lie
Tuesday in the Journal of the D to cancer mortality, and "it's
the best research we have on this
National Cancer Institute.
cornet ireaismed.,
Then the researchers exam- topic," said Dr. Len Lichtenfeld
ined different types of cancer. of the American Cancer Society.
There were just 66 deaths from
But a big weakness: It meascolorectal cancer. Still, people ured vitamin D at just one point
with high levels of vitamin D in participants' lives, when lev-
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LEItERSITIMES

Small Business &
Entrepreneurial Forum
DATE: November S. 2007
TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
LOCATION:
The Murray Room at RSEC
1401 State Route 121 North, Murray, KY 42071

This Forum provides attendees an
opportunity to:
• Meet local entrepreneurs and hear their story
• meet local, regional and state service providers
• Learn more about the resources available to existing or
potential small businesses
• Discover sources of financing
• Explore global opportunities and assistance
• Better understand how to do business with the
government.

Who Should Attend?
• Small business owners who want
to grow their l2usinesses
• Individuals thinking of starting
a business
• Community Leaders
This event is free of charge and open to the public. Lunch will be
provided. Seating is limited and pre-registration is required.
Anyone interested in attending should call Loretta Daniel at
270-809-6070 or e-mail, Idaniel@kyirmovation.com.

Sponsored by.
Kentucky Economic Development Cabinet
Murray State University Regional Business & Innovation Center

WATCH FOR THE NEWSPAPER INSERT ON NOVEMBER 2ND.
TO VIEW A LIST OF AUCTION ITEMS
(WITH PHOTOS)POINT YOUR BROWSER TO:
mymurray.com/murraYllonsclub AND CLICK ON "AUCTION"

Murray State University Small Business Development Center, City of Murray,
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce,Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Council, Kentucky World Trade Center and
MSU Town & Gown

LOCAL / NATIONAL
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
RED RIBBON KICK-OFF: Murray Middle School sixth-grade students Shelby Siress, left, and
Kyle King place red ribbons Monday on the front doors of the school to kick-off Red Ribbon
Week. Red Ribbon Week urges all citizens to "show their support for a drug-free state by wearing a red ribbon and participating in drug-free activities." Various activities are scheduled this
, week at the school to coincide with the observance.

After tests, the so-called Santa Fe
Courthouse Ghost is revealed to be a bug

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
PRETTY PUNKIN': Ballerina Kylie Cooper was just one of hundreds of youngsters and adults
that turned out at Chestnut Park last night for the annual Trail of Treats. Cooper took some time
to decorate a pumpkin before heading for the trail to pick up a bag full of candy and other goodies.

ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M.
(AP) — Jeepers, it was just one
of those creepers.
An investigator specializing
in all things bizarre has
debugged the mystery of the
Santa Fe Courthouse Ghost — a
specter captured on a blurry surveillance videotape.
"In the end, it was in fact a
bug or insect of some sort that
was on the lens of the surveillance camera," said Benjamin
Radford, a paranormal investigator and managing editor of
Skeptical Inquirer magazine.
The image — a glowing spot
drifting in front of a patrol car
parked beneath some trees —

generated more than 132,000
hits on YouTube since Santa Fe
County Deputy Alfred Arana
first noticed the image June 15.
—There were a wide variety of
theories on what it was," said
Radford. "Some said it was a
ghost. Some said it was drifting
cottonwood fluff. Some said it
was a prank."
But the one that stuck was a
ghost.
Radford drove to Santa Fe to
watch the original video, ruling
out a couple of theories.
"If it was a reflection, what
would be reflecting and why
was the sun in the wrong place?"

he said. "And why would someone conduct a prank on courthouse surveillance with deputies
with guns watching? That didn't
make sense."
After various tests, Radford
shelled out $9 for 1,750 ladybugs and put the bugs on the
camera casing. "Sure enough,
we got the ghost," he said.
Radford said it's a rare definitive answer in his line of work
investigating haunted houses,
crop circles, psychics or Big
Foot.
"This case was solved
through logic, scientific analysis
and methodology," he said.

Peers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2005 Dodge Dakota SLT
71,000 Miles, V-8, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #TT799914A

18,000 Miles, Quad Cab,
4x4, Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #CP175

9,985*
2006 Mercury Mariner
Premier, 27,000 Miles,
Heated Seats, V-6.
Stk. #CC7296A

21,000 MILES,
MOONROOF, REMOTE
START.
Stk. #CP193

517,987*
\I\Pr 'ger

Irr

2006 Chrysler Sebring
Touring Convertible

2006 Lincoln Zephyr
31,000 Miles, Loaded.
Stk. #CP187

21.000 Miles.
Stk #CP223

.
•

;tip,

$1111986*
2005 Chrysler 300 Touring
68,000 Miles, Loaded.
Stk. #C77216A

40,000 Miles, Loaded, 7
Passenger.
Stk. #CP195

2004 Dodge Durango Limited
Limited, 49,000 Mlles,
Heated Leather, NAV,
DVD. Stk. #C17237A

70,000 Miles,
Loaded.
Stk. #CP186

35,000 Mlles, Crew Cab,
PW,PL, CD, T/C.
Stk. #CP110A

27,000 Miles,
6 Passenger, Leather.
Stk. #CP171

2005 Dodge Rain 1500 SLY 4x4
60,000 Miles, Quad Cab,
Loaded.
Stk. #CP179
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2400 E Wood St •Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
www.peppersautomolive.com

